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Toastmasters
on the Move
Some years ago there was a television documentary entitled,
"It's Tuesday So This Must Be Belgium." It dealt with the fast

pace associated with packaged tours to Europe. I have great
empathy for the people portrayed in that program now that I
have completed my fall district visits.

I began last September with a visit to District 31 in Boston,

Massachusetts. I returned home eight weeks later after visiting

close relationship between the ability to communicate
greater efficiency and productivity. Many are concerned w
their external communications in dealing with customers,
the public in general. All agree that good communication sk

are necessary for upward mobility. These leaders recognize
need for sound business and technical skills but stress t

importance of being an effective communicator. Many i

a total of nine districts. From my perspective, the visits were
extremely successful. I was continually impressed with the

former Toastmasters quick to point out that the training tlf

Toastmasters I met. Individual members, club officers and
district officers all projected a positive attitude and indicated
they had established goals for themselves and were well on

their own career advancement as well as their persoii

received through our organization played an important parti-

development. One high-level manager said, "But for i
Toastmasters training, I'd still be sweeping floors in t

their way to achieving them. It was the spirit of success in action.
Our educational materials, especially the manuals and The

factory."

Toastmaster magazine, received a high rating from everyone

business leaders have learned to value so highly. I hope t

with whom I spoke. Most mentioned that in addition to

developing their skills, they were also having fun and feeling
good about themselves. They left no doubt in my mind that our
mutual goal — to have every district achieve distinguished
district status this year — will be a reality.
In every district I visited, the reception by business,
government and civic leaders was very gratifying. Our
conversation usually began with an explanation of the

Toastmasters program and the benefits it provides for people
who want to develop their communication and leadership
skills. Once this was understood, they typically wanted to
know how quickly they could make our program available for

This special issue of The Toastmaster deals with the skills the

articles will help each of you enhance your performance ai
create new opportunities for yourself in your business
professional life.

We benefit from our Toastmasters membership by takii
the opportunity to develop our communication and leadersl

skills, and then by applying those skills in our everyday livi
Toastmasters increases our ability to control our destiny
provides tools to help us reach our potential. Use those to,

take full advantage of the learning opportunities tn
organization offers, and you will be a Toastmaster on tl

their associates. They were impressed with our educational

materials, particularly the new advanced manual. Speeches by
Management.

Each of them places great importance on developing the
speaking skills of the people in their organization. They see a
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Letferj'
Remembering the
Spirit of Milwaukee
I just finished reading the October
1980 issue of The Toaslmaster. 1 was

particularly interested in the cover
story "The Spirit of Milwaukee"
because 1 was one of the more than
1000 Toastmasters who attended the

convention. 1 would like to thank you
for the opportunity to relive some of
the great moments 1 shared at the
convention.

For the most part, I found your
article informative, enjoyable and
accurate; however, I fail to under

stand how one of the most gifted and
eloquent speakers at the convention
was not mentioned in your article to
any degree that accurately depicted
his electrifying impact.
Will Johnson was, without a doubt,

one of the best speakers we have had
in all the years I have been attending
International Conventions. 1 cer

y

tainly hope this oversight will be

important, the approach works for
me even if I never convince anyone
else to use it. Mr. Garmeson's ap
proach won't work until he has
written enough letters to the editor
to convince everyone he ever wants
to call.

Jim Garnett

Bellevue, Washington
I would like to comment on Joe
Garmeson's letter in the November

issue regarding telephone etiquette. 1
have always answered the phone
with just "hello," not identifying
myself until the caller has identified
himself or herself to my satisfaction.
They know, at least, who they in
tended to call; I have no idea who is on
the other end of the line.

1 would consider it simple courtesy
to make sure you are speaking to the
correct party before spilling secrets.
Even when calling from a pay booth, 1
can't believe someone could really be
in such a hurry to begrudge a few
seconds for courtesy and security.
Roger Wells
Beaverton, Oregon

corrected in future issues of The
Toaslmaster.

Alfred O. Whittaker, DTM
Manchester, Maryland

Telephone Etiquette:
Two Colls for Courtesy

known as "Mom" to hundreds of
Toastmasters.

May I also add my congratulations
on your continued success with The
Toaslmaster magazine. My mother
claims that reading The Toaslmaster

several times a week helps her im
prove her letter writing. In the words
of Past International President Bob

Blakeley,"I'm Proud To Be A Toastmaster!"

James D. Beissel, DTM
Past District 38 Governor

Semontic Debotes
There are two issues that have
caused several debates in our Toastmasters meetings.

The first concerns the proper
formal address for recognizing a
female Toastmaster or table topics
chairman. 1 have seen this stumbled
over numerous times. The term
"Toastmistress" does not seem cor

rect, as this refers to another organi
zation. The title "madam" has been

turned down by several ladies in our
club. The use of "Miss" and "Mrs."

have a bad ring when used the wrong

Appreciotion for
Quolity Articles

way. It seems to me that the best
form is the title "Ms." At least this
form would save embarrassment and

keep us from stumbling at a crucial
moment in the opening of a speech.

which appeared in the November

Recently I wrote a letter saying I
thought the quality of articles in The
Toaslmaster had declined. With your

issue, the writer, Mr. Garmeson,

August issue, you made that com

stated that the answerer of a tele

phone should identify himself when

ment look very inaccurate and I'm
delighted. It was an excellent collec

he answers, since the caller needs to
know whether he reached the correct

'em all.

improper use of the terms"impromptu" and "extemporaneous." Accord
ing to Webster,an impromptu speech
is one without advance thought,such
as when you are given your topic as
you step up to the podium. It is
perhaps one of the most difficult to
give. An extemporaneous speech
involves some preparation but no

In the letter on telephone etiquette

party. In fact, the caller should be
willing to identify himself so the
answerer will be motivated to partici
pate cooperatively in the transaction

which the caller wants to take place.
The caller knows what business or

residence he was trying to call and the
reason for his call. The answerer

knows none of that. He needs to be
oriented.

When I am calling someone, I
respond to the answerer's "hello"
with, "Good evening. This is Jim
Garnett. May I speak to Bill Smith?"
If it is Smith who answered, he will

tell me. If it is Jones, he will get Smith
or tell me he is not in or tell me I have

a wrong number.It works beautifully
in all combinations. What is more

tion of valuable articles. Can't win
Allen Thomas

Raleigh, North Carolina

A Tribute from o

Speciol Toostmoster
On May 31, 1981, my mother, Mrs.
Lu C. Beissel, will be 88-years-old.
She raised three sons and a daughter.
All her sons and a grandson became
Toastmasters. She strongly believes
there is no finer organization in the
world. (Only on very rare occasions
do I dispute my mother's beliefs. This
is certainly not one of them.)
Toastmasters' staff can be very
proud of this tribute from a most
gracious lady who is affectionately

The second issue concerns the

written text or memorization. A

speech should be called extemporan
eous when you are given the topic as
you walk in the door. Perhaps, in the
Toastmasters environment, the term

"nonmanual speech" would be more
appropriate than "extemporaneous"
or "impromptu." I find it helpful in
evaluating a speaker to know how

much time he or she had to prepare.
These points are debatable, but 1
hope 1 have shed some light on the
issues.

John McClelland
San Jose, California
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WHY MANAGERS
MUST COMMUNICATE
by James L. Hayes
Toastmasters' 1981

Golden Gavel recipient offers

managers a guide
for effective speecinmaking.

More than ever,speechmaking
is an integral part of the

corporate manager's role.
Prestigious occasions — awards, pre
sentations, commencements, dedica

tions, banquets — have been the tradi
tional forums for managers. But events

best way to introduce a product that

has particular relevance to his audience.
Or she may want to express views on
an issue that has no direct tie to her job

or company. Finally, the manager may

simply be compelled to speak out on a
subject he or she believes is important.

in the past decade have endowed the
manager's role as speechmaker with far

Whatever the reason, corporate

more importance than mere ceremony.
In short, business today needs all the
communications support it can get. And

Project self-assurance.

speechmaking can provide a great deal
of it.

If you ore defensive,
you may sound shrill.

Happily, a manager need not limit his
or her focus to topics related to eco
nomics or business. A wide range of
subjects is available. He may want to

spokespeople are finding that speech-

detail his firm's role in the community
and describe how company activities
will affect the area. Or she may want to
state her firm's official views on current

viously ignored audiences. They are
discovering that their ideas can reach

issues. He may think a speech is the
JANUARY T981

making can provide excellent oppor
tunities for communication with pre

far beyond their immediate audience. In
fact, speeches that have relevance to

the general public are often reportec
the media, including newspapers, rai
or television.

Management Expert
to Receive Golden Gavel
"You've got power in a manage
ment job — whether you want it or
not. Using it wisely — that's the
trick. There's no way you can get rid

chairman of the university's Depart
ment of Business Adminstration, In
1959, he became dean of the School
of Business Administration at

of it."

Duquesne University, where he

That kind of straight talk is what
James L. Hayes — president and

introduced innovations that refocused the curriculum from a

chief executive officer of the Ameri
can Management Associations

narrow orientation toward applied
subjects to a broad approach en

(AMA)— offers from every speak
ing platform, and it has earned him

compassing economic, behavorial,
mathematical and social science

respect and admiration from

studies.

audiences around the world.

By the time Hayes joined the AMA
in 1970 as executive vice president
for development, he was an inter
nationally known thinker and writer
on management development who
had conducted management training
programs for key executives in many
parts of the world. He had become a
pioneer in the production of man

Next August, this distinguished
management expert will appear be
fore a Toastmasters audience to

accept our organization's highest
honor — the Golden Gavel. The

award will be presented during the
1981 International Convention

August 19-22 at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel in Phoenix, Arizona. A special
luncheon will be held August 20 to
honor Hayes for his outstanding
achievements as a speaker, educator
and innovator in the management
field.

Hayes heads an 80,000-member

organization devoted to meeting the

educational needs of today's man
agers as well as to providing solu
tions to the common management

problems encountered each day in
organizations around the world. He

manages a staff of 900 employees
who run more than 3000 educational

programs each year for more than
100,000 managers, both in the
United States and overseas.

Hayes brings a broad base of
experience to his current position
with the AMA, which he assumed in

1971. He started his professional
career in 1936 as a social studies
instructor at St. Bonaventure Uni

reactions.

In speaking to an outside group, th
manager can't expect the rubberstamped applause of peers. Each grot
will have a different perspective on t
economic issues of the day. Listeners
may not automatically understand th
speaker's point of view. The manage
must make his or her position clear.
More important, the speaker should
describe how his or her message can
benefit the audience.
It should be remembered at all tirra

that the speaker's prime responsibilil
is to the audience, to the people who
have scheduled their time to listen.1

manager should ask:"Am I addressir
topic of importance to this audience?
Will they think about what I'm sayinj
Speakers can achieve intimate coni
with their listeners by acknowledgin

agement education films and was a

the audience's concerns and addressii

principal lecturer for the AMA.
"The thing about speaking — and
writing — is that it forces you to put
your ideas before people; and in my
career, that helped a great deal," says

them with candor. There is always th
possibility that some members of the
audience will be antagonized. But it's
better to risk antagonizing a few thai
to bore everyone by being too super

Hayes.

ficial.

As chief executive officer of the

AMA,Hayes has concentrated on
improving the quality of the organi
zation's meetings and educational
programs and making the organiza
tion more responsive to the needs of
the management community. The
organization's size and worldwide
reputation as a valuable training
ground for managers is a testimony
to Hayes' leadership strength.
"Today's professional managers
have a sense of purpose beyond
seeing how many shoes or steel
castings they can sell; their job is to
fulfill broad, well-planned goals

same time, he was entered in St.

through other people," Hayes says.
Hayes has a strong sense of pur
pose, and he's fulfilling his goals —

Bonaventure's graduate school as a

all of which makes him stand out as a

candidate for a master's degree in

speaker, a leader and a man who has

English. After receiving his master's,
he stayed at St. Bonaventure as a
professor of economics and later as

done much to earn Toastmasters'
coveted Golden Gavel.

versity in Olean, New York. At the

Speechmaking is immediate. Speal
and audience are directly linked. A
speaker's message is transmitted wit
an intensity that can't be matched ea
in any other form of communication
Thus, speechmaking is the perfect oi
let for a manager who is committed I
contributing views to the public reco
Obviously, the same speech will be
received by different audiences in qu
different ways. The manager must k
this firmly in mind before accepting(
forum. But that is the challenge. The
mettle of every speechmaker is polis
or tarnished according to how well h
or she responds to different audiencf

The Right Speech
The manager should pick a speech
topic very carefully and have a thor
ough knowledge of it, especially if a
question-and-answer session follows
the delivery. The best policy is to limi
subjects to those that are natural and
logical to the manager and his or her
company. Whichever subject is chose
the manager should feel confident wi
the material. It's also important to ha
a strong personal interest in your sul
ject. Only a staunch commitment to
what is being said will convince an
audience.

Like political candidates, managers
may be required to speak more than
once on the same topic. Both may
choose a central issue and address it

from different perspectives for differ
ent audiences. A speechmaking man
ager may not like repeating the same
theme over and over. But in doing so,
he or she may be identified by the pul
and media as being a prime represent
THE TOASTMASt

o( that point of view, just like the
cessful politician.
manager should enter these waters
tiously. In the same way that politiisare vulnerable to"image-making,"

sthespeechmaking manager. When
itical figures speak their convictions

prdless of the consequences, for
imple, their sincerity is recognized,
twhen they subordinate convictions
selfish or expedient interests by
ering half-truths, they may be
irged with practicing the black art of
lage-making," or posturing without
tstance. It is the same for managers,
nmost cases, an audience will not

5W much about the speaker, so they
lassume that the image the speaker
iresenting is an accurate represen-

n.Toavoid the unseemly label of
lage-making," managers should
kesure they are always speaking
m the heart. If that is the case, the

ige will be one of sincerity.
\case where managers and image

re favorably blended through a
ong personal belief involved Fred T.
en, chairman of Pitney Bowes. Allen
redelivered a speech in Zurich,
itzerland that built an emphatic case
corporate ethics. The speech was
minted and reported extensively
■Qughout the United States. Followithat, Allen spoke to a number of
n-business audiences on the imporice of ethical behavior in corporate
I. Now he is considered a prominent
ikesperson on the subject.
\ny manager can become identified
th a particular idea if sincere commitntis demonstrated. Furthermore,

imost interesting thing a manager
I talk about is something that he or
; strongly believes. Conviction gives

erspective credibility, regardless of
! strengths or weaknesses of the
laments lodged to support it.
Make it Yours

Dne reason why managers balk at
pping up to the podium is because
!y don't want to repeat the ideas of
lers. They want to be "original." This
I misleading concern. Anything — or
1 topic — put into one's own terms
tomatically is original. Unless someng is verbatim mimicry of someone
e's views, it has to be original.
Driginality doesn't guarantee a good
;ech. Cliches and time-filling rhetoric
! common weaknesses that sap the
ength of the most promising topics.
1 the other hand, a good speech is like
ood story; it compels the listener to
zote full attention to what is being

are hidden or half-forgotten. But
they're there, and they can build a
warm link of shared understandings
with the audience.

As all speakers know, any tone of
patronization alienates an audience. All
too often, managers feel that they must
operate from an inherently defensive
position — that they're on trial — even
though they've never been accused.
This is an unfortunate assumption and
should be consciously avoided. Offense
is not the best defense because it makes

the manager appear shrill and guiltridden. Throughout their speeches,
managers should address positive as
pects of their topic and avoid the nega
tive wherever possible. Audiences will
appreciate a speaker's self-assurance,
and they will listen.
Writing the Speech
Some managers are quite adept at
writing their own speeches. They know
the best speeches are those that ap
proximate the old speechwriting
maxim: "Tell them what you are going
to tell them — tell them — and tell them

that you told them." This introduction,
content and conclusion format is the

best way to present a strong argument
on a specific topic. I've seen many
managers do it well.

It's better to risk

antagonizing a few
ttion to bore everyone.

should assist the writer as much as

This is common. Sometimes it is neces

sary. Revisions rarely mean failure.
Rather, they indicate that active col
laboration is taking place.
Nonetheless, it is not unusual to

encounter stumbling blocks in the
development of a speech. The problem

may be an overriding tone or one simple
word. Often these blocks are hard to

define and provide the most difficult
barrier in perfecting the speech. If
blocks should develop — if "something

just doesn't sound right" — both the

writer and manager should make a

special effort to work through them.

It's sometimes very difficult for man
agers to be patient while the writer is
working toward the final draft. It may
take one, two, three or more attempts

to finally come up with a speech that
works. If a manager encounters such
difficulties, he or she should apply the

principle of marginal return and decide

how close the writer can get to the
"right" version without wasting un
necessary time and effort.
The manager should read the "go-

takes 150 percent effort in preparation
to achieve 100 percent effectiveness.
Without any doubt, the more practice

and preparation you put into a speech,
the better it will be received. Through

practice, the manager locates words

ing, but there are some basic steps that
all managers should follow.
First, a manager should think long
and hard about the topic. Then, after
inquiring through colleagues and other

to these minor changes, the manager
should read the speech again. Once you
are satisfied, give it to an associate or
friend who will provide an honest
appraisal.
As veteran speakers know, it sounds
more difficult than it is to prepare and
deliver a speech. You may think it is
more trouble than it's worth if you are
considering it for the first time. But
there's only one way to find out how
effective you can be as a speaker. Give it

approach to the process of speechwrit

speechmaking managers, a speech-

writer should be chosen. Together they
should review the manager's topic and

decide whether to continue with it.

If a topic is agreed upon, the writer
prepares a point sheet that summarizes

the content, tone and perspective of the

speech. The writer should be prepared
to ask the manager quite a few ques
tions relating to these concerns. The

dude personal experiences in

view the manager. The writer may
want to tape this session. Unfortu

eeches. Sometimes those experiences

working with them, that they are not
facing an adversary. Inhibition on the
manager's part only can hurt the
chances of writing an effective speech.
After reviewing the first draft, the
manager meets with the writer and
together they work on the rough spots,
perhaps deciding upon major revisions.

possible. This means taking the time to
think deeply about the subject and
content of the speech and to engage in a
process of give-and-take with the
writer while the speech is being drafted.
Every manager has his or her own

manager then reviews the point sheet

^RY 1981

remind themselves that the writer is

ahead" draft aloud several times. It

But many managers feel uncomforta
ble drafting their own speeches and
seek help from speechwriters. If some
one else prepares your speech, you

d. The best speeches are like magic
;lls in which the audience is totally
veloped. The speaker convinces
eryone in the audience that the
?ech is aimed directly to that person.

Speakers should never hesitate to

nately, tape recorders make many man
agers uneasy. Those managers should

and — if it is found acceptable —
answers the writer's questions.

At this point, the writer will inter

that are difficult to pronounce and
becomes familiar with the rhythm and
cadence of the speech. Rehearsal also

helps you find and strengthen the dull
spots that need color and the phrases
that need emphasis. After attending

a try. If you follow these basic guide

lines, you can't lose. ^

lames L. Hayes, Toastmasters' 1981 Golden
Gavel recipient, is president and chief executive
officer of the American Management Associa

tions. He will accept his award during the 1981
International Convention August 19-22 in
Phoenix, Arizona.
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How visual olds con take the anxiety out of speechmoking.

GIVE YOUR SPEECHES
VISUAL POWER
by B.Y. Auger

i 'l
THE TOAETMAE

leechmaking. It's a word that
iften triggers a worry response
n the most capable of people. For

gers, however, making speeches
resentations is a part of everyday
ess life, and coping with the
anics and skills of speechmaking is
iness necessity.

day, executives spend 70 to 90
int of their time in meetings, most

aich require some form of presennorspeech. With such an emphasis
fective communication in a group

«g, it is obvious that anyone who
inadequate in such areas should do
Fthing possible to correct this injacy to insure his or her business
ss.

ly are effective speeches or presenns so important to both your comandyou? First, in a business sense,
jngscost money. A recent study
5 that the per hour cost of business
lings is double the value of the base
)f each participant. Thus,for a
:ingof five executives whose
ies average $30,000, costs for perlel alone amount to $331 per hour.
It meeting is marked by poor
onunication techniques, misunderdings may arise, leading to wrong
iionsthat may, in the long run, cost
ompany even more money.

\ere is a second reason why you, as

nager, should be concerned about
ng more effective meetings. That
an is personal. As a meeting leader
irticipant, you have the opportun-

nesses strive to cut down on wasted

energy and make meetings more pro
ductive.

People expect visuals in meetings.
Visuals help the presenter control the
meeting and hold the group's attention.
Visuals increase retention and minimize

misunderstanding. When one relies on

verbalization alone to communicate, an

estimated 90 percent of a message is
misinterpreted or forgotten entirely.

We usually retain only 10 percent of

what we hear. Adding appropriate
visual aids to support your words may
increase retention to as much as 50
percent.

Visual aids help you organize your
thoughts and simplify your message.
With visual aids, you'll ultimately have
better control, save both time and ex

pense and present the example of pro

ductivity that is so crucial to your
reputation as a manager.

Let's begin with a look at the wide
variety of visual aids available to sup
plement speeches and presentations.
For Small Groups
The chalkboard and easel pad have

Visuals will help you

control the meeting
and command attention.

riorsand subordinates in a leader-

low cost and allowing spontaneity.

role. The better job you do, the
e impressed your audience is bound
I, not only with your presentation
ivith your complete business image,
e so many meetings today are con-

However, they should be used only for
small groups. Prepared flip charts con
tribute to good organization and can be

■ed a "waste of time," managers

time for advance preparation.

> a result of my personal involvet in thousands of meetings around
world during my 33 years with 3M,
Tily believe that the key to more

ctive presentations and speeches
in good preparation, effective use of
al aids and close attention to the

N to's" of making a presentation,
he information I offer here will

is on how visual aids, in particular,
take the anxiety out of speechmakjnd make your speech or presentaeasier for you to deliver and ultiely more meaningful to your audi-

isual aids are used more and more in
Iches and presentations as busi1981

effect, slides must be shown in a

darkened room, which may detract at
tention from you and prevent your
audience from taking notes.
Filmstrips have roughly the same
advantages and disadvantages as slide

presentations with one difference: Be

cause films run in a strip, their
sequence can't be changed. This means
a loss of flexibility and spontaneity in

your speech. Again, expense and lead

time are factors here.
Movies offer an excellent method of

combining sight, sound, color and
motion to give the audience a realistic
experience with high retention value.
Films can be particularly valuable for
explaining complex processes, opera
tions and concepts.
Disadvantages of motion pictures are

their high cost — an estimated $2000 or

more a minute — and the fact that they

may quickly become obsolete.
Videotape recordings offer advan
tages similar to those provided by
motion pictures — mainly integration
of theme, sight, sound, color and

motion. In addition, videotape is not as

costly to process as film. The tape can

be erased and reused many times. How
ever, the cost of the system itself can
sands of dollars.

been used by speakers for many years.

They have the advantages of simplicity,

ntion to themselves.

are quite expensive to produce. For best

range from hundreds to several thou

3stand in front of your peers,

build a reputation as leaders of
:tive presentations draw favorable

the occasion. Keep in mind that slides —
like movies and filmstrips — require
considerable lead time to prepare and

easy to handle, but some are rather
expensive and require extensive lead

Other problems: When using in
formal flip charts or chalkboards, poor
handwriting can be a problem for your

audience. Also, you may lose attention

by having to turn your back on your

audience to write out your ideas. When

using a chalkboard, you will have to

erase one set of ideas before going on to
the next. If someone asks for informa

tion previously given, writing or recit
ing it again is cumbersome and, once
again, time-consuming.

Powered Visual Aids

Slides, filmstrips, motion pictures and
videotape all have their purposes, but

not all are suited to a typical meeting or
speaking situation.

Slide presentations are currently very

popular. You can build a library of

slides, changing their sequence to suit

All these visual aids may have a place
in your speech. However, in my experi
ence, the overhead projector system has

proven to be the best visual aid for most
meetings. Whatever can be done with
other visual media can often be done

more effectively with overhead pro
jection.

The advantages of overhead projec
tion include the following:
• You can make your presentation to

any size group in a fully lighted room.
The result is better group attention and
participation.

• You can face your audience. You'll
have better meeting control and will be
able to pick up group reactions im
mediately.
• You are using a very personal

presentation tool. The visual material
clarifies and amplifies what you are

saying.
• The on-off switch directs attention

to you or the screen. If you want to
make a verbal point, turn off the
machine and all eyes will automatically
turn to you.

• You can reveal material point by

point. No one will be reading ahead.

• The smallest image on the scree
should be one-inch high for every 30

Setting Up the Ideal
Speaking Environment

feet of viewing distance.
• If transparency material is read;
with the naked eye at 10 feet, it will
have adequate visibility when projec
• Printed matter on a transparenc
should be no closer than three-eight
inch from any edge.

If possible, give close attention in
advance to your meeting setting.

mounts which allow enough flexi
bility for tilting screens are now

Remember,rooms with windows

available.

provide distractions. Chairs should

• Be sure that permanently
mounted projection screens do not

tally.
• Material should be positioned ni
the top of the visual to assure maxi
mum visibility for those farthest fro

• Visuals should be shown horizo

be comfortable and not crowded

together. Visibility should be ade
quate, participants grouped close to
the speaker. Provision for visual

cover an entrance to a room.

aids, such as screens and outlets,

narrow dimension.

should be adequate. Sensible acous
tics and good ventilation are among

• Tilt screens forward at the top
(or back at the bottom) to prevent
image keystoning (a distortion of the
image in which the top is wider than
the bottom). The top of the screen

other essentials.

Here are a few guidelines for the
proper placement of screens and
projectors, room orientation and
screen size which, when followed,

add up to an effective presentation:
• Place screens in the corner of

the room to allow clear viewing by
everyone in the audience. Other
wise, the instructor and projector
will obstruct the view of the screen.
• Place the screen in the corner to

the right of the speaker as he or she
faces the audience (for right-handed
speakers). This allows the speaker to
write on the stage of the projector
while facing the audience, thus
maintaining close contact with the
audience.

• Use matte-finish screens.

• Mount permanent screens on
either the ceiling or a wall, but far
enough away from the wall to avoid
distorted images. New ceiling

You control the pace of your speech.
• The audience isn't distracted by the
machine. There is little noise or other
distraction.

• Anybody can operate the equip
ment. It's mechanically simple. Today
we even have lightweight portable
overhead projector models that can be
carried with you for making speeches or

presentations away from home.
• Maybe the most important point of
all: Overhead transparencies can be
made quickly and inexpensively on
either an office plain paper copier or a
transparency maker. By quickly, I mean
minutes. By inexpensively, 1 mean pen
nies per visual.
No elaborate setup is required to
prepare the projector. You simply place
it at the front of the room, put up a
screen and check the focus. If no screen

is available, project the image onto a
light-colored wall.
Now that you've chosen your visual
aid system, you're ready to start pre10

• To save space, position the
speaker at one end of the room's

must be the same distance from the

projector lens as the bottom of the
screen in order to avoid keystoning.
• Avoid overhead lights directly
over the projection screen or control
them by a separate switch.
• Locate slide and filmstrip pro
jectors about twice the distance from

the screen.

• Empty space should be part of tl
visual. This permits adding informal!
during the presentation.
• Color or shading add emphasisj
isolate important data. Colored mark
ing pens and other highlighting mate
rials are available in most office supjJ
stores.

A good visual is meant to aid, supjl
ment and reinforce spoken material,
not to take its place, detract from it o
overwhelm it. A good standard to fol
low is the "the less, the better." Limil
information on each visual to six woi

per line, six lines per visual, with no
more than two illustrations per visui
A good visual is legible, vivid and

the screen as the overhead, and

temporarily remove the overhead
projector so it does not block the
projected image. Movie projectors
can be used from the rear of the

room by changing the screen angle
slightly.
• Avoid large rooms with low
ceilings. Low ceilings limit screen
size and, therefore, projector useful
ness. As a rule of thumb, the mini

mum ceiling height should be 10 to
15 feet.

paring visual materials to supplement
your speech.
Planning visuals automatically forces
you to organize your thoughts concise
ly. The time to conceive and prepare
visuals is just after you have developed
a presentation strategy. After you've
written your outline or text, decide
where each visual should be introduced

and where to rely on words alone.
Translate each main idea to a separate

Practice with visuals.

The key to success
lies in preparation.
understandable. It has a clearly defim
objective and is consistent with spoki
material. It represents, reinforces or
pictures the nub of the idea being
presented.
However brilliant your visuals maj
be, poor lettering and illustration can
ruin their effect. Today, there are
several easy ways to letter neatly:
• Use an electric typewriter with j
least one-fourth inch high type. Use
capitals only.
• Select the desired lettering sizei
style and trace it onto the original us
a sharp pen or pencil.
• Lettering templates are readily
available in stationery stores.
• Write freehand, using graph pap
to keep your letters even.

visual. Each visual then becomes an

idea-graph.
Designing Visual Materials
Keep these basics in mind when
conceiving transparencies: Projected
images must be large enough for the
audience to see. Information should be

brief and simple. Each visual should
either highlight, reinforce or add to the
commentary. If you are using represen
tational visuals — graphs, charts, dia
grams — make certain they are ac
curate.

For visibility:

• Clip words or phrases you need
from a newspaper or magazine.
• Various phototype or other "col
type machines are available at office
supply dealers. These produce word:
copyable tape strips which will easil)
adhere to your original.
• Colored "transfer" letters may 1
applied directly to the front surface(
the transparency.
Clip art also can be effective. Ther
are several prepared art services ava

able through most art and stationer)
THE rOASTMAS

Positioning your
projectors

«l

/

0 be sure of providing a clear view of
our visuals, use tfie principles sfiown
lere, starting witfi "best" and "poor,"
)elow.

POOR

\

U-table arrangement. Suitable for 30 people or
fewer. This arrangement is ideal for group
discussion and interaction.

Dual and single projector positions
for auditorium/tfieater arrangements,

especially useful for large groups,
are sfiown above and below. For

BESTt^

•I

classroom style, just replace alternate
rows of seats with tables.

•I

Center table arrangement. Suitable for under
20 people. This set-up promotes discussion
and is good for the give-and-take of a sales
presentation.

Wtien using an overhead projector, arrange the
room so the audience's view of the screen is
not obstructed.

y // a-2 I

/

Vi:
ply centers. The drawings are conliently categorized by subject — peojtransportation, animals and so
th.

Dnce your visual materials are preed, the key to success lies in practice,
over your presentation several
les, using your visuals and the audioualequipment, if possible.
The Speech Begins
four visuals are prepared, placed in
ical sequence and marked legibly,
iting instruments are readily availe. You've checked the equipment,
member, many a presentation has

m destroyed for the lack of a spare
ip.)
[he best way to begin a speech and to
ninate the "jitters" is to project a
ual of the agenda or the main subject
your speech. It focuses immediate
ention on the matter at hand. It tells

iirlisteners you are prepared, have

alternating audience attention. Your
agenda, for example, could be on one

The dual projector system works
especially well with either arrangement
above, using the same principles as for
auditorium/theater seating.

name or initials should be written next

projector and more specific material

to the appropriate decision under the
inscription "action." Then the final ver

jector.

handed out to all meeting participants.

the item on the visual and its shadow
will focus attention on that area of the

of these "action minutes" can be used as
an effective reminder of where the

could be presented on the other pro

• Singe pointer. Direct a pen or pencil at

screen.

• The "write an " technique. Start with

sion can be run off on the copier and

As deadlines approach, a single copy

responsibilities for specific actions lie.
Successful presentations don't just

blank film or add information to pre

happen. They are carefully planned,

ency with marking pens or pencils. This
technique is ideally suited to informal,
day-to-day conferences. It is also a good

tion, you can easily learn to excel in the
presentations you make in your man

the presentation; you ask questions and

while enhancing your own reputation
as an effective group leader.

viously prepared visuals by writing
directly on the surface of the transpar

structured, well-executed events. With
modern visual aids and careful prepara

method of involving your audience in

agement role, thus increasing your or
ganization's productivity in meetings

write their answers on the visual.

• Overlays. Complicated concepts can

be simplified with this technique. Using
clear overlays atop a basic visual lets
you build your story in a meaningful
way by creating dramatic combination

Bert Auger is vice president of 3 M s Visual
Products Division, St. Paul, Minnesota. He is

the author of How to Run Better Busi

^ow you're ready to start your preitation. If you've put the key points
the visuals, you don't need a script,
ditional notes on the transparency
mes can keep you right on track,
dere are several other techniques to
Ip you get the most out of your
uals when using an overhead system:
• Dual projectors. Two overhead pro-

visuals.

ness Meetings . . . An Executive's Guide
to Meetings That Get Things Done,

Closing Your Speech
As a meeting leader, you probably
will be expected to reach a conclusion at
the end of your speech. At that point,

for the past 15 years. This article is based on the
recently released eighth edition of Mr. Auger's
hook. Copies of the book are available for

s to discuss and need their attention,

which has been called the bible of the industry

remember these three R's: Recap. Restate

$l t .95 from the Visual Products Division/SM

benefits. Recommend. If you are using an
overhead projector, you can summarize
decisions as they are reached at a

3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55I33, or

tors are better than one — especially

meeting by writing directly on a piece of

■fast-moving professional presenta-

blank film. When the decision calls for

obtained by writing directly to 3M's Visual

action by an individual, that person's

Products Division.

ns. They're ideal for directing and

uuA£y mm

through your local 3M Visual Products dealer.

A number of free educational booklets on how to
make effective meeting presentations can also be
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DARE TO SHARE!
Toastmasters' 1981 Membership Contest
Share the benefits of Toastmasters membership with others! When you do,

you'll not only help make your club stronger and more dynamic — you'll win
great prizes, too.

All you have to do is sponsor 5, 10 or 15 new members during 1981. Prizes will
be shipped automatically — there are no entry blanks to fill out!

Here's what you can win:
• 5 new members — A Toastmasters "Shadow Figure" tag
• 10 new members — "Reach Out for Success" coffee mug
• 15 new members — Choice of Toastmasters necktie or ladies
brooch

If you sponsor additional members, you may qualify for a top award. The
number-one membership builder for 1981 will receive the "President's
Sponsor" plaque. Each of the nine runners-up will receive a "President's
Circle" plaque.

Contest Rules
1. All Toastmasters are eligible.
2. New, dual and reinstated members count for contest credit.
Transfer and charter members do not.

3. To receive credit as a sponsor, you should print or type your

name on the Application for Membership(Form 400)exactly as it
appears on your magazine label. No additions or changes may
be made to applications once they are submitted to World
Headquarters.

4. The new member mustjoin during the calendaryear 1981. The
application must be received at World Headquarters no later
than Decembers!, 1981.

5. Awards will be sent automatically upon qualification.
6. "President's Circle" and "President's Sponsor" awards will be

presented at the 1982 International Convention in Philadelphia.
However, they do not include transportation or other expenses.
If the recipient is not in attendance, the presentation will be
made to the district governor.
7. Customs duties(or taxes)on awards are the responsibility of
recipients.
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Wespend a great deal of time
communicating in the busi
ness environment. Yet fre

quently communication becomes a
wasteful exercise because we are not

If well-organized,small
group meetings con be a
cruciai port of the
decision-making process.

organized to get the greatest possible
benefit from our collective efforts.

Much has been writ ten about ways of
mastering two-way communication on

a day-to-day basis, but there is little

information available on how to plan
and present briefings.
A briefing is a way to strengthen
communication. Briefings are organized
and presented in the same manner in

which we approach the preparation and
delivery of a speech in Toastmasters.

We define the purpose, develop an
opening thesis, provide facts to support

Taking the Lead
in Business Briefings

the thesis, then reach a conclusion. The

way in which understanding is achieved

is a matter of method or technique.
Organizing the Briefing
There are two types of briefings. One

by Robert W. Biokeiey, DTM

is for reaching decisions, the other to

inform or educate. The presentation
nay be formal or informal, depending
)n the meeting environment, the
jerson or group receiving the briefing

md the purpose of the presentation.
Let's examine the informal briefing
irst. Usually this type of presentation
smade in the office environment — at
13

Classifieds
SPEAKING RESOURCES

We guarantee it! Contemporary Com
edy. the monthly joke service the pros
renew year after year, will help you
impress your audience. Free sampie!
Contemporary Comedy,5804-QTwineing, Delias, TX 75227;(214) 381-4779.

a small conference table, the bosses'

the briefing outline as a static display.

quently it is one-on-one or involves
only a few staff members. If not pre
planned, it can lack organization and

Progressive key word slides to focus
attention on a point or issue can also
displayed in the static mode. The othi

direction. I recommend two methods

screen is used for transitional materrii^

for handling the informal briefing. The

With this reinforcement, receivers of

first is the use of a handwritten or

information can follow the logic of t

typewritten guide sheet that:
• States the purpose of the discus

presentation.

sion.

until discussion or decision time has
s r

• Identifies the problem in key word
or abbreviated form.

• Outlines key points to be covered

COMEDY WRITER. One-liner Spe
cialist. Add Q little zip to your code.
P.O. Box 275A, Howthiorne, OA

90250; Lee Haas(213)679-0870.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Need "extra inconne"? Build your
own home-based, nationwide,

part-time jewelry distributing
organization. Company fourth
largest in world, information:
Awareness, 342 Mountainview,
Concord, NC 28025.

SELF-IMPROVEMENT
Norman Vincent Peaie at his motiva

tional best! "Develop Enthusiasm,"
"Buiid Seif-Confidence," plus 10 more.

Six hour-iong cassettes, album, $39.95.
Peaie, 342 Mount View Ct., S.E., Con
cord, NC 28025.

MISCELLANEOUS
Is your club receiving the publicity and
public attention it deserves? If not,
present the Toastmasters Communica
tion Achievement award to a promi
nent person in your community. Com
plete kit including plaque, "how to"
pamphlet and sample news release
will put your club in the public spotlight.

(in sequence).
• Lists participants.

• Estimates the length of the
meeting.

• Tells whether questions will be
answered during or after the presenta
tion.(Of course, this can be explained
orally.)
This guide helps participants focus on
the issues and discourages them from
introducing extraneous information. It
also gives the briefer an orderly way of
organizing his or her thoughts and
makes it easier to reach effective deci

recorded public service announce
ments for radio and television. Avail

able on audio tope for radio(code 378

— $5) and two videotape versions for
television (code 377-A, 2" reel to reel
highbond videotape for broadcast

keeps their purpose in focus.
Visual Aids

An article in thejanuary 1980 issue
using overhead projectors in meetings.
The article states:"Images of trans
parencies to be projected on the screen
can be changed by the lectureroperator." The principle is the same in
the office, even though a screen may
not be available. A white or soft colored
wall will suffice in a one-on-one situa
lent tool when used with handwritten

transparencies prepared on the office

10th of the second month preceding publication.

audience. Multiple screens also offer
the opportunity to use progressive r
colors for highlighting points and to
introduce other projection media such
as 35mm slides, movies or TV clips.
However, the briefer must always be

prepared to cover the subject without^
aids in case a bulb blows out or the

f®

power fails. The imaginative briefer hf"
the world by the tail as long as he or sf

never loses sight of the purpose of the*^*^
briefing.
f''

are involved, more attention needs to;

line reinforces their confidence and

tape for cable TV outlets, $25 each).

over minimum. Box numbers and phone numbers count
as two words; zip codes and abbreviations count as one
word each. Copy subject to editor's approval. Deadline:

or information intended for the

equipment and seating arrangements)

Send order today to World Head
quarters.

2200 N. Grand Ave., P.O. Box 10400,Santa Ana.CA 92711.
Rotes: $25 minimum for 25 words. 60 cents for each word

the opportunity and obligation to kee;'

arguments in focus and reinforce datij^®

making their point. The discussion out

tion. Overhead projectors are an excel

Send your classified ad with a check or money order to

a leadership position. The briefer ha?

enthusiasm but have a difficult time

stations; code 377-B,%"cassette video

Toastmasters internationai, Publications Department.

arrived. He or she has thus establishe!

In complicated or highly technical P*
briefings, back-up personnel are usuaV®
F
there to answer difficult questions

of The Toashnaster lists the benefits of

Put your club on the air. . . Eari Nightin
gale speaks up for Toastmasters in pre

I$

The briefer has complete control

sions in a timely manner.
The second approach is a variation
of the first. It involves the use of a "flip
pad" on a credenza easel. I always keep
one in my office for outlining the
discussion agenda. The pad is a fine tool
to help inexperienced supervisors or
budding managers organize their
thoughts. When I find discussions are
rambling, I frequently ask the novice to
quickly outline his or her objective on
the pad and to list key words iden
tifying pertinent points to be con
sidered. It's somewhat like preparing a
speech outline; it helps both the pre
senter and listener. Many competent
technicians and professionals are full of

Order #267,$15 plus 20% postage and
8C per letter engraving charge from T.i.

a two-screen presentation, you can u!

desk or around the coffee table. Fre

iit

jUd

The briefer has on

obligation to keep
arguments in focus.

i'
e

ho
lec

'gr

This is especially important when a lUt
decision briefing is presented. In this f<
kind of briefing, always try to preseni d
a

base a decision. The outline may be

sufficient preparation. However, whej 1

Lc
pic

be given to the audience. Seating in Fg
many instances is on an organization!

ot

rank basis. You need to know your
audience. That will help you avoid
;s
giving them information they don't
need and allow you to concentrate on
ut
the most significant issues.
Like speeches in the community,
th
briefings in the office require prepara
tion. Time is important because, as
someone once said, time is money.
When you give a briefing, cover the '

subject adequately, but BE BRIEF.♦ ^
Robert W. Blakeley,
DTM, is past president
of Toastmasters Inter

copier.

jhP

Formal briefings require use of the
same principles of preparation used in

national (1976-7 7) an

an informal setting but may involve
more sophisticated equipment such as

Club 1642-36 in Arlii

multiple projectors, audio systems and
computer displays. In this environment,
quality graphics come in to play to help
reinforce the purpose of the meeting. In

d

at least three alternatives on which to'

member of Challenger

'f

ton, Virginia and Castl
Club 3056-36 in Wnsi

ington D.C. He also is chief of the Office of
Administrative Services, U.S. Army Corps

Engineers.
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Turning a speech Into a two-way presentation.

Let YourAudience Participate
by Donald L Kirkpatrick
I ost speakers think of a
speech as one-way communi
cation. They recognize the

leedfor getting and maintaining attenpand interest, and they know it's
lecessary to communicate so that the
ludience understands the message. But

iewspeakers even think about the
psibility of involving the audience in
wys other than holding a question-andinswer session after the talk.

Whenever I'm asked to give a speech,
aneof my first considerations is:"How

ilhetherI'm speaking to 30 people or

ianlget the audience to participate?"

and progress as far as potential, interest
and opportunities warrant.
• Believe that people in the organiza
tion are rewarded in relationship to
their performance.
I ask the audience to select the

seven most significant items on the
list. I give them a couple of minutes to
discuss their answers with each other.

Then I present my seven choices and
explain my reasons for selecting them.
When I speak on the topic of how to
manage change, I give the audience a
test consisting of 50 items that can be
answered with "agree" or "disagree"

OOO, my reasons for involving my

plus several multiple choice questions

steners are the same — to hold their

they will understand.

and two requiring short answers. Here
are some sample items from the
"Management Inventory on Managing

I Following are two examples of hand

Change":

outs 1 have used with groups of all sizes.
In both cases, I get members of the

• Managers should constantly be
looking for changes that will improve
department efficiency.
• Managers should freely suggest

iterest as well as to communicate so

audience to think for themselves before

Igive them my thoughts and recom
mendations. It usually makes them
more interested in what I have to say

because they want to see if my answers
agree with theirs. I use the first hand
out in my talks on how to get maximum
effort and performance from sub
ordinates. The handout says that in
order for an employee to put forth
maximum effort and achieve best re

sults, the employee must:
• Feel that his or her job is important
and make a valuable contribution to the
organization.

• Have the talent, aptitude and
potential needed to do the job.
• Know his or her job duties and
responsibilities.
• Clearly understand his or her
authority.
• Know his or her relationships with
other people.
• Know what results he or she is

expected to achieve.
• Have the skills necessary to do the
job.
• Know what he or she is doing well.
• Know where he or she is falling

changes to managers in other depart
ments.

• People who don't understand the
reasons for a change will always resist
it.

• Decisions to change should be

based on opinion as well as facts.
• Empathy is one of the most impor
tant concepts in managing change.
• If one subordinate enthusiastically

resists a change, you should clamp
down hard on that person so the other
subordinates won't do the same thing.

• If you were promoted to a manage

ment job, you should make the job
different than it was under your
predecessor.
• You should encourage your sub
ordinates to try out any changes that

made the decision.

• If you think a change should be
made in your department, you should:
a. Ask your boss for approval to make
the change.

b. Make the change and tell your boss
afterwards.

c. Make the change and don't bother to
tell your boss.
d. One of the above depending on the

leadership style of your boss as well as
the significance of the change.
• Situation: You are planning to
make a radical change in your depart
ment. How would you proceed?
a. From the beginning, let the people
who will be affected know about your

thoughts and get their opinions.

b. Prepare some tentative plans and
check them out with the people who
will be affected.

c. Secretly gather facts, prepare your

final plans and sell those people affected
on the basis of facts and logic.
Fifteen minutes is the average time

for completing this test. If there is
enough time, I ask the audience to

complete the entire inventory. If time is
short, I ask them to complete 10 to 15
items, which form the heart of my talk.
I have found that people are more
interested in hearing what I have to say

if they have completed all or part of the
test. A speech does not have to be a
one-way presentation. It can be an
interesting and enjoyable experience
with active audience involvement. The

next time you have to give a talk,
consider the possibility of using group
involvement to keep your audience's
attention as well as to help your
listeners understand your message. »

they feel should be made.

Donald Kirkpatrick is

• List six reasons why a person

professor of management

might resent or resist a change.

development in the depart
ment of Business and

• List four reasons why a person

might accept or welcome a change.
• If top management has decided on
a change that you feel would be a
mistake to implement, what would you

•i ••

li ^

Management at the Uni-

i versity of Wisconsin-

a Extension in Milwaukee.

Dr. Kirkpatrick was a

short.
• Know what he or she should do to

do?

a. Implement the change enthusiasti

speaker at Toastmasters' 1980 International

inprove future performance.
• Feel that the boss recognizes his or
her good work and makes it known to

cally.

Convention in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. His

b. Implement the change but make it

others.
• Feel that the boss has an interest in

not enthusiastic about it.

manual, How to Plan and Conduct Pro
ductive Business Meetings(Dartnell), is
considered to he one of the most comprehensive in

c. Challenge the change by telling top

the field today. For a complimentary review set of

him or her as an individual.
• Feel that the boss is anxious for

management you think it's a mistake.
d. Question the change to find out the

the "Management Inventory on Managing

him or her to succeed in the present job

reasons why top management has
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dear to your subordinates that you are

Change," write to Dr. Kirkpatrick at 1080
Lower Ridgeway, Elm Grove, WI 53122.
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With the right prej
hostile audience

THECONi

PREPAFL
rheinvited speaker sat through a
pleasant dinner with his hosts,

the members of a solid, estab

lished professional fraternity. Conver
sations over cocktails and dinner were

friendly. But when the dishes were
cleared away, and the speaker was
introduced to give a talk about the
petroleum business and the energy
crisis, the atmosphere abruptly
changed.
He had barely begun when somebody
in the back of the audience stood up and
called him a liar. The heckler didn't just

Look at a hostile
situation as war—

and go In to win.
shout, the speaker recalls, he also used
obscenities. Before long, three or four
other vocal and hostile people had
joined the heckler.
Fortunately, the speaker was experi
enced, not only in the oil business but
also on the after-dinner circuit. By
using humor, he was able to turn the
majority of the audience to his side.
"Three or four people will feed on each
other," he said later,"but you just have
to stand your ground. You can't let
them get the better of you."
Like other Atlantic Richfield em

ployees who volunteer to talk to the
16

public about energy issues, the speaker
was prepared to confront a hostile
audience. Oil companies have never
been enormously popular with the pub
lic, and the recent energy crunch with
its rising prices, long lines and short
hours at the service stations has

sparked even more than the usual ani
mosity. More than one speaker has
stood up to face a listener or two who
have just come from an exacerbating
two-hour wait at the pumps.
Overcoming Ignorance
Most audiences, Atlantic Richfield

speakers find, are open to information
about energy matters. Even people who
rudely interrupt a guest speaker are
willing to stand corrected, given the
proper information. Speakers often find
that when ignorance is overcome, hos
tility vanishes. And speakers are armed,
as much as possible, with up-to-date
information, not only on the energy
situation and corporate matters in
general, but also on Atlantic Richfield's
position on the subject.
There are two speakers programs at

r
\

Atlantic Richfield: the Media Responders and the Speakers Bureau. The
Media Responders is composed of com
pany managers who frequently have
dealings with the news media and gen
eral public. As a rule they deal with
specific issues or areas of the company
with which they are especially familiar.
The Speakers Bureau is open to all
employees. Since it was inaugurated
three years ago, it has grown to more
THE TOASTMAS

in win supportfrom a
ng vocal adversaries.

WTAHONs
TOWN
than 800 volunteer speakers who give
talks on request to various outside
groups on a variety of company
themes. Often they work from

"pattern" speeches, fortified with
heavy back- ground reading on the
subject. Sometimes they use a slide

show to provide some visual emphasis
to the theme.

None of this, of course, guarantees
that a speaker will be able to handle a
hostile or disagreeable audience. But
what Atlantic Richfield speakers do
have going for them is the advice and
counsel of Tim Mira, a consultant who

trains speakers to handle adversary
encounters. Mira, who also works for

such companies as TRW, McDonnell
Douglas, Occidental Life and Southern
California Gas Company, knows a
thing or two about hostile audiences.
He headed up the speakers program for
Southern California Edison Company
in the mid-'70s when the utilities were

fighting Proposition 15, a voters' initia
tive that threatened to curtail the devel

opment of nuclear power in California.
"1 think I've made every mistake that
can be made," Mira says. But he also
feels that he has learned something
from every blunder. When he is not
busy passing along these lessons in
seminars, which is most of the time, he

is compiling a book on rules for han
dling adversary situations.
Mira's seminars, which are limited to

iNUAfiy ;987

heckler and try to upset the speaker by
firing obnoxious and disruptive ques
tions. The sessions are videotaped for
later analysis and discussion.
The key to speaking under adversary
conditions is preparation, according to
Mira."The basic premise ought to be
that this is war," he says."You look at a
hostile situation as a battlefield condi

tion. You go in to win, or at worst to tie.

And that takes good preparation and
practice."
Mira's idea of an adversary situation
is that innocuous sounding little ar
rangement, the panel discussion. His
worst possible scenario for an energy
company speaker is to"walk into a
meeting of the local chapter of Friends
of the Earth to find that the chairman

of the meeting is the chapter president
and your opponent the vice president."
To help speakers prepare for such
encounters, Mira has devised an eightstep procedure:
• Check out your speaking assignment care
fully. Find out who you will be speaking
to. Where are they meeting? How many
will be there? Is it public or private?
Will the press be there? Where do you
park? Are there any other speakers? If
yes, find out who. Are they friendly or
unfriendly? If they are friendly, try to
speak first. The other person may be a
lousy speaker, leaving you with a bored
and restless audience. If the other

12 speakers, attempt to simulate the

speaker is unfriendly, try to speak last
and plan to use part or all of your time

real thing. Members of the group play

in rebuttal. Also check out the size of
17

the room and other physical arrange
ments that might affect the success of
your talk.
• Analyze \/our audience. First, ask the

basic questions: age, ethnic makeup
(watch those jokes), political cast. What
does the organization do? Secondly,
check out the moderator of the panel or
the debate. Is the moderator tough, a
Judge Roy Bean type or incompetent? If
the moderator is a weakling, plan to
take charge of the panel. Make sure you
get enough time to speak. What is the

JOKES lor SPEAKERS!
For Toastmasters, Business Executives, Club Officers,

Banqueteers, or anyone who has to talk.
An up-to-the-minute topical Joke-Bulletin with approximately 100 funny
one-liners, stories and roast lines. Created by top Hollywood comedy writers.
A great source of fresh professional material to humorize your speech for
any audience; any occasion. Current Issue: $5.95. Send check or M.O. to:

moderator's bias? Is he or she for or

M

I:.

against you?
• Prepare your presentation. You can read

JOKES UN-LTD.

from a script or memorize a speech.
Mira doesn't recommend memorizing.
You can extemporize, but that's tough
to do under adversary conditions. Mira
suggests an outline with trigger words
or phrases to keep you on track. If you
are preparing visual aids, make sure
they are appropriate to the size of the
room and the audience. Choose early
what to wear. Nobody needs a surprise
like reaching into the closest at the last

1357 Miller Drive, Dept.0-5, Hollywood, CA 9DD69

minute to find one's sincere suit is still
at the cleaners.

• Practice the presentation from beginning to
end. Get a buddy to help by grilling you
over and over on the subject. Go over it

Stand toll.Your

ATTACH YOUR ADDRESS LABEL DR
PRINT YOUR OLD ADDRESS HERE:

MOVING?
If so, we'll need your ctiange of
address. Please give us your old
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attaching an address label from a
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recent IssueofTHETOASTMASTER
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Toastmasters International
2200 N. Grand Ave.. P.O. Box 10400
Santa Ana. CA 92711

body language should
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State/Province
Zip
If you are a club, area, division or district officer,
Indicate complete title:

reveal confidence.
until it comes together — and you will
find that it eventually does after you've
made all your mistakes in practice.
• On the day of the presentation, don't
practice it or discuss the contents with anyone.

You may get confused if you do. Arrive
at the meeting place 30 minutes early.
Spend your time getting acquainted
with the room. Set up your equipment,
if you have any, and test the micro
phone.
• Approximately two minutes before walking
on, check your grooming. Relax with a slow,
deep breath. Inhale and hold for a count
of six, then exhale slowly. Repeat this
ji -.:

three times.

says you should always be aware of
your posture. Stand tall. When you
want to emphasize your confident
stance, step back from the lectern (re
membering, of course, that you are
farther from the microphone).
Once you have prepared yourself
well, there is a further step you should
take, according to Mira. When you
begin your presentation, make certain
that you establish the ground rules.
You do this by announcing in the
beginning that you will make a presen
tation of so many minutes(be as precise
as you can) and ask your listeners to
hold their questions until after the talk.
Once you've established this, any un
scheduled interruption thereafter is a

Then there is always the character
who gets up during the question-and
answer period and gives a talk himsel
Mira's formula for handling this is to
say something like:"Sir (or madam)
you have a specific question (a little
smile helps here, just to let the audien
know that this person isn't to be take
seriously)? You are making a speech,
and if you don't have a specific ques
tion, I'll have to go to someone else
(another smile)." Politely, you ask hin

heckler to state his or her name. Mos

of them will back down because they
don't want to be identified.

to sit down.

• Finally, complete your psychological pre
paration. Say to yourself,"I'm okay. I'm
ready. Everything is together. Just
watch me now." Then you walk on
confidently, knowing you are going to
make a good impression.
Projecting Confidence
All of these steps are grounded in
Mira's own speaking experiences, some

violation of the rules.

self, the audience and the situation.

If somebody does pop up to ask a
question during your talk, don't re
spond to it. If the person persists, be
courteous, but try to enlist the audi
ence's support. For example, say,"I'm
sorry, but we only have a limited

Without it, you may not be able to ge
your message across. And even thou|
your audience may be prejudiced
against your point of view in the be
ginning, you can beat the odds. More
than one speaker has been grateful fo

of which, he admits, have been disas

amount of time, and I'm certain that

Tom Mira's hard-won lessons when

trous. If you follow Mira's advice, you
will feel confident and your audience
will see your self-assurance. Most of us
can't always tell when our body langu
age is giving away the fact that we are
feeling defensive and ill at ease. Mira

most people in the audience want to
hear what I have to say. We will answer
your question during the question-andanswer period."
If the questioner turns into a heckler,
try to appeal to the chairman. Ask the

that sharp, challenging voice pierces
gloom from somewhere in the back o
the hall.♦
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The object of all this preparation, o
course, is control — control over you:

Walter Kirwan is director of community rela
tions for Atlantic Richfield Company.
THE TOASTMASl

Speechwriters and managers — making the marriage
work after the honeymoon.

TlieCare
and

Heeding of
Speecliwriters
by Bob Orben

The classic story about speechwriters concerns a corporate

wordsmith who considered
himself to be overworked, underpaid,

unloved, unsung and unappreciated.
One day it all became too much for him
and he decided to quit — but not with
the usual letter of resignation. He de
cided to do one last speech for his boss,

a speech that would wipe the slate clean
of all the injustices, real and fancied, he
had ever suffered. He began work on

Sometimes a dramatic

improvement is inspired
by thie event itself.
the chief executive's speech to the
stockholders for the firm's annual
meeting.

The date of the event arrived. The
chief executive mounted the podium

with a smile on his face and the unread

speech in his hands. He looked out over
the audience, ad-libbed a few pleasan

tries, put on his reading glasses and
began:"My friends, in the next five
minutes 1 will tell you how, in the

coming fiscal year, we will double our

gross, triple our net and quadruple the
price of our stock."
19
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The chief executive acknowledged
the thunderous applause. He then
turned to page two, a page that was
blank except for these words in the
speechwriter's hand:"Okay, you S.O.B.
You're on your own!"

I don't know of an equivalent story
that dramatizes the woes that man

agers at all levels have suffered at the
hands of writers. Late drafts, leaden

prose, sloppy research, 10,000 words
instead of one verbal picture — speak
ers have been done in by them all.
Nevertheless, the marriage between
manager and speechwriter is a neces
sary one. It may often be past the
honeymoon stage but with a little
tender loving care on both sides, it need
never call for a ticket to Reno.

My own career as a writer has
spanned a number of wildly disparate
areas. I began as a comedy writer for
show business. I also began a topical
humor service called Orhen's Current

Corned]/, which proved the bridge that
brought me into speechwriting. Initial
ly, the subscribers were performers —
comedians, deejays and variety acts
looking for new one-liners. Then a new
type of subscriber became a factor —
corporate managers, political figures
and community leaders. These speakers

ways accompanied the President on
speaking occasions. Sometimes the last
minute fine-tuning of the words was

Show Biz Lessons
So let's take a look at some of the

things show business has known for

wanted changed. On very important

provement was inspired by the excite

messages, such as State of the Union

ment of the event itself. There's noth

the President might bring in pages of
handwritten text to give us precise
wording he wanted on a sensitive poi
It was an ideal and productive relatioi
ship.

ing like a fast-approaching deadline to
clear the thinking processes. It's like
intellectual Dristan.
The Writer Knows

Let's carry this involvement back to
the very genesis of any speech — the
invitation to the principal to speak.
Most public officials and corporate
executives receive many more invita

tions than they can possibly accept.
Unfortunately, it is extremely rare for
the writer to be part of the acceptance
process. He or she will have to create
the ultimate product but the forum,
date and audience is usually a fait
accompli.
The problem with this arrangement
is that the writer, perhaps more so than
anyone else involved, knows whether
there is really something worthwhile to
say to the group. Nothing beats sitting
at a typewriter working out the specific

problems of a talk to put the subject,
approach and audience into a very sharp
focus.

Share your successes
with the writer who

prepared your speech.
January 1977,1 have been conducting a
series of humor workshops for cor
porate communicators and speakers.
I've learned a great deal from speechwriters and managers about how they
relate to each other. Quite often, they
don't. It is not unusual for the client to

accept a speaking date, have an aide
turn a writer loose on the project, and

event — a reward rather than a condi

tion necessary to his job. I have known
speechwriters for major executives who
turn out scores of speeches and have no
idea how the final product went. Was it
performed well? Badly? What did the
audience respond to? What turned
them off? The writer will never know

unless he's there and, if he isn't, will go
on repeating mistakes and having his
creativity frozen in place.
During my two and a half years at the
White House as speechwriter and then
director of the speechwriting depart
ment for President Ford, a writer al

are sometimes not even mentioned. I

you're the speaker, share a little of tl
emotional high you get from dynami
performance with the writer who ca
tributed to your success. The writer
needs to keep that adrenalin running
also.

Gerald Ford as Congressman, as V
President and as President, was alwa

there with a phone call, a note or an
invitation to have dinner with him ir

his cabin on Air Force One,to say
"thanks" for a job well done. When il
three o'clock in the morning and a
deadline is near, your brain is numb,
your typing fingers paralyzed and y(
feel you will never be able to write
another word again, you remember
such appreciation — and you finish
assignment.
But kindness comes in all forms -

do a series of humorous sales letters

Since leaving the White House in

worlds of business and politics.
In Hollywood or on Broadway, any
writer who didn't show up to see the
talk-through, rehearsals and opening
night of his or her creation would be
considered disinterested, disloyal, fool
In politics and business, it is usually
considered a great honor for the
speechwriter to be invited to the final

Share the Accolades

One last thought concerning speal
ers and their speechwriters: approval
and disapproval. The writer is usual!
made aware of his failures — quickly
pungently and in detail. The successf

even in rejection. I was once retaine

centuries that can also benefit the

ish or all of the above.

liked, what he didn't like and what he

minimal. Sometimes a dramatic im

had discovered that because of TV,

audiences were judging all speakers by
professional standards set by their
favorite performers.
It may seem like a strange jump —
show business to speechwriting — but
it isn't. The training, timing, word
rhythms and audience awareness that
make for success in the performing arts
are also necessary for any effective
speech.

page, drafts of immediately upcomin]
speeches. We knew precisely what h(

not be concerned until the first and,
sometimes, the final draft, is delivered.

As a result, there are no personal
touches, no guidance derived from the
greater experience of the manager and
no chance to try out unusual ideas for
acceptability. It is the Titanic approach
to speechmaking. Some of the icebergs
may be missed but one of them will
eventually getcha!
One speaker performing a text he
had never seen before came to the line:

"Which reminds me of a very funny

a large mail-order concern. On the
deadline date I was ushered into a la
conference room to show them to t
chairman of the board. The two of i

sat on opposite sides of a mammoth
table — he, thoughtfully reading ea
page while I tried to look interested
the paintings on the walls. Finally, i
what seemed like a long weekend, t
board chairman put my efforts dow
looked out the window, sighed — ai
said,"I'm not discouraged.
I have never been so gently demo
ished before or since. I couldn't help
laugh. He laughed because I laughe
And then we proceeded to work oul
problems face to face.#
f

Bob Orben is the author of 44 books of
professional-level humor. He has written f
Skelton, Jack Paar and Dick Gregory as u
for leading business and political figures. I
was a special assistant to President Ford at

incident." Then he read the incident.

director of the White House speechwriting

And it was very funny. And he had
never heard it before. And he broke up
laughing to the point where he couldn't
proceed with his speech.
At the White House,the speechwrit
ers usually had two meetings a week
with President Ford. One to discuss the

department. Orben now conducts humoru
shops for corporate speakers and communic
His latest book is 2,500 Jokes to Start'
Laughing IDoubledayl. He also edits tun
humor services for public speakers and spe:
writers. For details write the Comedy Cent
Inc., 700 Orange Street, Wilmington, D

concept and contents of future
speeches. A second to review, page by

your Toastmasters Supply Catalog.

19801. To purchase Orben's books, const
TUP Tn&<;rui
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Techniques for leading productive question-ond-onswer sessions

Managing

Q&A
Sessions
by Michael E. Koiivosky

The practice of allowing listeners
to ask questions is as old a

tradition as the New England

town meeting. Most of us agree that
the question-and-answer period is a
sound educational procedure which be
longs in the management structure, the
classroom or in volunteer community

organizations. The process seems so

simple to apply. An idea has been
explained to the group, a program has

If your answer Is too
long,the questioner
may be sorry he asked.

and Laurence J. Taylor
been outlined, a change detailed. Now
the leader wants some reactions."You
have heard the information," says the
leader,"are there any questions?"
There follows an awkward silence. So
often if any question comes, it is to
break the silence. Then the leader says,
"Well, if there are no questions, let's go
into action."

What manager has not gone through
this experience only to discover after a
few days that there were many ques21
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"CHIMO!"*
354 toasts you can
use today for parties,

holidays, public affairsHERE'S TO YOU!is a book of toasts

applicable to all sorts of holidays and

tions — they just weren't shared? The

messages rarely have lasting impact.

articulate one who can crack the silence
barrier often makes it difficult for the

• Keep your answers brief and to the point.
your response is verbose, the audieno

rest of us. Most of us just aren't ready
for that"Are there any questions?"
opportunity. When we are ready, we
are frequently turning the family car
into the home driveway with a feeling
of defeat at having given the question
period to those with words, nerve and a
bit of brass.

affairs, and suitable for dozens of
countries. Aristotle, Shakespeare,

Perhaps we can analyze this question-and-answer process and point out

and Shaw are among the many toast-

some ways to improve it.

masters cited. ("Hail!" in Eskimo.)'

How Questions Help
Why is it sound procedure to allow
questions?
No matter how good a manager,
speaker or panelist may be in present
ing ideas, there can be no assurance

cy r

that his or her ideas have been heard as

HERES
TO
YOU!
by Robert L. Garrison
Illustrated by Amie Levin
$7,95. now at your bookstore, or send check or money
order to Crown Publishers. One Park Ave.. N.Y.. N.Y.

10016. Please add $1 SO postage and handling charge.
N.Y and N.J, residents, add sales tax

.CROWN.

How Do Managers
Get to the Top?
Effective communication is vital in

today's complex business world.
Leaders at every level of management
face a variety of demanding speaking
situations every day. The best leaders
— the ones who reach the top and stay
there — are those who prepare for
these communication challenges.
Let Toastmasters help you become
a top-notch speaker — and a top-level
manager. Speeches By Management,
the newest Advanced Communication

and Leadership fvlanual, will give you
the specialized skills you need to take
command in your leadership role.
You'll learn how to handle:

• The briefing
• The technical speech
• The motivational talk

• The status report
• The confrontation

And, when you've completed these
projects, you'll be well equipped to
move ahead in your company or
organization. Send for Speeches By
Management and start building your
platform power today!
Other AC & L Marttials available from World

Headquarters are: The Conference Speaker(The
Discussion Leader): Specialty Speeches, The
Entertaining Speaker, Speaking to Inform and
Public Relations. A ny three of these six manuals

will be sent to you upon request when you have

submitted your CTM application to World Head
quarters. You will not be charged for the first three
manuals. Additional manuals are available for $1.25

plus 20% for postage and handling. California
residents add 6% sales tax.
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intended, clearly understood or com
municated in a way that touches the
audience. Allowing for questions gives
the listeners a chance to adjust your
ideas to their individual situations.

For the speaker, good questions pro
vide the acid test, for questions tell us
whether or not our message has been
received. Often a leader who has spent
great effort preparing a presentation
and who has fallen in love with it is

jolted back to reality by the realization
that the questions show the message
has not been exact. Many a leader has
had reason to be grateful for the chance
to bring clarity to important points that
are questioned by listeners.
There are a number of specific steps
you can take to make sure your question-and-answer sessions are produc

member may be sorry he asked the
question. You'll also lose the attentioi

of others in the audience who may no
have any interest in that particular
issue. Questions that require detailed
answers should be handled after the
program.

• Know how to ask for questions. The

phrasing of"Are there any questions!
invites participation from listeners wl

may not even be concerned about you
subject. When that question was aske
at a meeting of supervisors gathered
hear the details of a utility company's
drive to obtain a rate increase from th

public service commission, one man

asked:"Will we get a raise in pay whei
the company raises its rates?" The
meeting chairman chastised the ques
tioner for getting off the subject with
his "selfish question," but all he did w

respond to an open invitation for quei
tions. Here are some examples of belt
ways to open a question-and-answer
session:

— After explaining a plan for depai
mental action:"What particular ques
tion, if answered, would mean the mo

to your department?"

Personal questions
should be saved for

private discussion.
— After presenting a new project:

tive. For instance:

"What specific question would mean

• EncoHrayf listeners to pnrticipate hy stress
ing the importance of the question-nnd-answer
session. To many listeners in any given

the most to this group, if it is answere

audience, the announcement of a

chance to ask questions will be inter
preted as a sign that the meeting is
over. They'll close their notebooks,
gather their belongings and may even

here?"

— After outlining the new sales sti
tegy:"What additional information

would mean the most to you as a
salesman?"

You can also direct the questioning
by giving a few examples of typical

start out of the room. These individuals

questions that might be asked and

have learned to assume that a questionand-answer period is a short, poorly
run interval that serves only as a

relating each question directly to the
subject you have discussed in your
speech.

prelude to dismissal.
The leader or manager should build
anticipation for a feedback session by
saying:"I have planned our session so
that when I have finished going
through this new program we will have
plenty of time to handle your questions.

• Give the audience a chance to prepare
questions before anyone presents one. If a

Do take notes so we can all share this

opportunity to clarify and perhaps even
expand on the points I cover,"
Or, to be even more direct: "I am

pleased that we have allotted 30 min
utes to hear your questions about any
phase of my presentation. Please plan to
participate."

Such statements may conflict with
the common feeling that our words

alone can produce action. But one-way

business session has a presentation
prepared in advance, then the questio
on that material should also be

thoughtfully prepared. Too much tim
is monopolized by people who think
through a question while standing be
fore a group. They distract everyone
from the purpose of the discussion, Ti
prevent this, ask each person to think
through his or her question and to
write it down. Encourage them to sho
their questions to someone sitting ne:
by to make sure it is clear. In large
audiences, it is a good practice to ask
individuals to write their questions in
conjunction with the person sitting
TUP Tn&PTkAAVTi

■m. This often gives the timid

urage to ask a question.
must set ground rules for sharing

lany of the weaknesses in
ind-answer sessions occur be-

speaker failed to set the

The Idea

.ornef

les. Make sure your listeners

dvance that no one will be

) monopolize the time with a
)m the floor. Questions

of general interest; personal
should be saved for private

eeting Audience N eeds

Ing are some additional tips

om our experience in leading
-and-answer sessions with
s as small as six and as large as

1 small group, gather people
, table. This helps you develop
and gives them a place for

a large group, find a way to fill
3 up front. Distance from the

akes it more difficult to ask and

questions.

;k your listeners to speak up

;o everyone can hear the quesa large group, ask questioners

1 up and identify themselves so
1 know where the question is
from.

leader should repeat a question

vident that it has not been

Avoid rephrasing it or you may

! the original meaning. If a quesunclear, ask the questioner to
!and clarify it.

f you are a chairman, moderator

:ussion leader on a program for
someone else is speaking, take
il notes. If the audience fails to

up with good enough questions,
,ave the right and responsibility to
evoid with material that will work
e advantage of the audience,

le question-and-answer period is

irtant because it is evidence of a

ker's attentiveness to the needs of

ludience. It is important because

ikers convey messages, not mean-

.If you want your listeners to truly

Speeding Up Personal Growth
Through Speechcroft Training
The ».e,Tb,r. of Playground Club '"'g"

l;rw\!rt»^'f:r.ak7o'grrb"onduc>ingSpe,chcr.t,.a.hech
process is being ""'P'p®''-

c Speechcratl Program isstarled as soon asat

,ea';rS?Airm''ei™frpa,d.b''em^
of personal grow.h for eacb

s;ret^.tn"a7;?ergTsc=.^,us.i,.^^^^^^^^
m coniunCon wifb fbe

members .be kind of

Deliduk, says fbe

wh.l Toas,master, can

Lor°Ket!Vrrrurc;ta.%bey c.n do o^
Tlre type of enthusiasm and

of one dub 'n Are. V,

Charter proems is i us " . j p

g 2004-29 has been a Blue Ribbon

SltT^gui^Ld'^S't'ice°atd a'prSident's Distinguished Club three times
during its five years of existence.

Promote Your Club Speakers Bureau

Many Toastmasters are <>.."votmg -h"
experience while
g^^grs bureau. But it's not as easy as you may

?h7nkmVak^tb;:p of program „o^
mwhen
idlC
Pri°
a program chairman

A number of clubs have

'°a"ernt"
^
by preparing promotional

^

Krmaton on how'to obtmn'a°rpeaker and listing the credentials of available
^^^t"mass mailed our speakers bu.au t^rau'^t^e

within our county and
"P, ^ <- Reports Paul Homoly, immediate past
president
of ptawba
bureau
is offered
and maintained
The club's
brochure explains. T"e p i^g^s
ggrvice
to the
community.
It makes

erstand what you are saying, their

It has worked out grea or °Y,b ^93-37 in Hickory, Norih Carolina.

anings for different people. These

by the Catawba Valley Toastmaste . . .

ticipation is imperative. Words are
pery things. They have different

[erences must be dealt with if there
obe effective follow-up on any

tainted and worthwhile speakers

..

^ rvjce groups and other

of interesting and

ins, ideas or changes that are pre-

(ited for the good of the group. For all

ese reasons, a leader — to be effective
must plan and execute a question-

id-answer session with care.^

/printed from the December 1980 issue of

and masters of ceremony.

program has been promote

|-T Notes, a practical management tool for

Lstielio work with people. For more informaLn this educational newsletter, write to Dr.
Mroskynmi Mr. Taylor at Box 292,
Hillsdflit, Ml 49212.

Ul/ARV 1981

,

bureau as a "tremendous success." The

Homoly describes his club s ®P"'^;f^^"'^\Vthusiasm as members bring to

, jg ^he winning combination that has

'itapd as p^pblic spaakacs i„ fhaic

community.
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Pay attention to details. Thiey may be crucial
to thie success of your speech.

77^
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THE TOASTMAi

THE
THIRD

DIMENSION
by Dale O, Ferrier
^he speech, strangely enough,
was a dismal failure. The speak. erhad impressive credentials

good material. The manager of a
ti-million dollar division of one of

largest corporations in America, he
along track record of success and a
itary bearing that commanded rect and attention. His speech was

d with "meaty" statements, many of
ich were quoted in newspapers the
tday. But his presentation was a
ister. All the little things went
mg. He made the common mistake

fore, if you err let it be toward the
formal rather than the casual side.

Also, be sure your clothes are clean,

carefully and tastefully put together
and look freshly pressed. Wrinkled
trousers, a torn hem or a run in a

you must use notes, there are several

ence. That limitation makes the visual

bridge to the audience especially im

Don't speak with closed or half-closed
eyes. It shuts out the audience and

Eye contact is
worm and personal.

long before you say your first
d. Therefore, the way you act dur-

It communicates.

the introduction, the time it takes

to get to your feet and the way you
■oach the lectern all go into the
aic of opinion the audience is creat-

invites their attention to stray. Don't
let your notes or text trap you into

n its collective mind,

visual contact with the audience and

yto get started.
Be dressed for the occasion. Second

to what you say and the way you
t is how you look. Obviously your
eshould fit the occasion. Sport

s for the men and pantsuits for the
len are going to be glaringly out of
!at a black tie affair. However, a
do or long dress will not be as
ig at a more casual event. There

of)/ 1981

words on one side of a single 3x5 card.
• Make friends with yournotes. If
ways to make them friends instead of

adversaries. You must be able to see

them clearly and to know at once where
you are in your notes as well as what

they mean. If you rehearse your talk

several times, you should be comfort

able speaking from an outline of key
words.

ions to help you deliver more effecspeeches in your management role:
Approach the lectern with confice. The audience begins to assess

lar alert and interested while you
jeing introduced, then jump to your
and walk briskly to the lectern. You
thus create the impression that you
V what you are going to say, that it
3rth listening to and that you are

statistics and financial notes, they
should be comfortable with only the

ence. Except in very special circum
stances, a speaker cannot reach out and
make physical contact with the audi

• Build a visual bridge to the audi

rinsignificant but can be crucial to
success of a speech,

I eager anticipation. You should

know their field so well that, except for
briefest notes — perhaps just a few key

portant.

eally, the speaker should be filled

competent, professional managers

stocking may distract the audience and
undermine your confidence.

overlooking details which may apallowing is a baker's dozen of sug-

them on the lectern ahead of time and

use them as sparingly as possible. Most

looking down too often. It breaks your
thus reduces the impact of your speech.
Also, don't be afraid to establish

direct eye contact with individuals in
your audience. Eye contact is warm and
personal. It communicates. The speaker
who stares at a spot on the wall just

If your notes are very long or de
tailed, use color codes to help you find
your place with only a glance. Write the

main points of your outline in black.
Use green for illustrations, blue for
quotations and write important statis

tics or other numbers in red. Put your
notes on 3 X 5 cards, using only one

side. They are inconspicuous and easy
to handle.

Have an ear for tempo. Just as the
tempo of a musical presentation is
important to its enjoyment, so is the

tempo of a talk. If you speak too fast,
you will seem nervous and frantic. If

you speak too slowly, you will seem

above the listeners' heads takes on a

sluggish and unsure of yourself. A good
speaker develops an ear for tempo and

to be talking at the audience rather than

able for the audience. Once the tempo is

glassy-eyed, detached look and appears
to it.

• Start barehanded. Every performer
knows the importance of showmanship,
and every speaker is a performer to
some degree.I believe most audiences
prepare to be bored when they see the
speaker take out a manuscript or a large
sheaf of notes and start arranging them
on the lectern. No matter what your
management credentials are, at that
point you look like a rank amateur.
If you must use notes or a text, put

tries to achieve a pace that is comfort

under the speaker's control, it can be
varied to add emphasis and drama to
what is being said.
An excellent way to train your ear to

evaluate the tempo of your speech is to

listen to yourself. Get in the habit of
tape recording every talk at least once

before you give it and, if possible,
record the actual performance. Then,
listen to yourself frequently and think

9-^

about the effect the tempo is having on
the speech. Experiment! Try a passage
faster or slower and note the effect.

has meaning and contributes to a

musician does, to hear the tempo and
use it to improve your speaking style.
• Put the playthings away. Nervous

bounce on your toes. Don't rock back

Soon you will train your ear, as a good

FREE LEADERSHIP
TRAINING FOR
TOASTMASTERS:

energy will seek an outlet — often an
activity extraneous to the job of deliver
ing a good speech. Don't let the rattling
of keys in one pocket or the jingling of

Want to develop your leader

ship potential? One of the best
ways you can do this Is by

coins in another spoil a good talk. Use

forming a new Toastmasters

your glasses for reading or looking at

club.

the audience. Don't wave them around

When you form a new club,
you'll create for yourself a work
shop in which you can gain
valuable leadership training and

Channel that energy into meaningful

or point with them or chew on them.

activity. Use it to make a powerful,

enthusiastic, exciting talk. Let it make

your stance, gestures and delivery
spontaneous and energetic.
• Be heard. Your speech may rival
the "Gettysburg Address," "The Ser

experience. You'll also get the
satisfaction of knowing you've

helped bring the benefits of

mon on the Mount" and Washington's

Toastmasters to others. In addi

"Farewell Address" all rolled into one

tion, you can earn credit toward
&i 11

but if the audience does not hear it, you
may as well have stayed home.

your DIM.

iI

if you are speaking without a micro

No matter where you live,

I

phone, watch the people in the back of
the room. If they don't laugh where
they're supposed to, if you keep losing
their attention, or they seem to be
straining to hear, you need to increase

there's an excellent chance that

new club opportunities can be
found.

For information on how to get
started, contact World Head-

guarters or your District

Keep your energy

Governor.

under control, and

moke It work for you.
your volume.
If you are using a microphone, try to

get to the room a minute or two early to

check the volume level with the sound
-•

man. If people seem to be having trou
ble hearing or the sound system acts up
during your speech, stop and get it
straightened out before you go on.
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Remember the most basic rule of all

when you are using a microphone: Keep
it between you and the audience. If it is
a hand mike, as you move around,

always hold it between your mouth and
your audience. If it is a stationary mike,
when you turn your head you need to

Keep your energy under control and
make it work for you.
• Keep your window open. A per

son's face has been called the window

of the soul, so keep your window ope
Don't give your talk with a deadpan
face. That's like tying one hand behin
your back. Allow your face to be full
life and interest. Let the full range of
emotions in your speech register on

your face. It is a contact point with tl

audience that will help you communi
cate more effectively.
• Have fun. A speaker who dreads
giving a talk will soon have the audie
sharing that feeling. If you pick a
subject you are interested in and
knowledgeable about and if you prep
the speech well and rehearse it suffi
ciently, you should be able to look
forward to giving it. If you can relax
and have fun delivering your speech,
chances are the audience will also hai

fun with you.
• Stop too soon. The old vaudevil
comic used to say, "Leave 'em wantii
more." That's a good idea for a speal
too. If your audience begins to fidge
before you finish your speech, you

probably have too much material foi

the time allowed. Don't try to cover
much ground in one speech. The ma
speaker. Bill Gove, says you should i
try to make more than two or three
points in one speech. He prefers onl
one point, well developed. Save youi
best illustration, story or joke until 1
and leave the audience wishing you

would continue. It's a good way to g

invited back.

Every great artist — whether he(
she is a painter, sculptor or chef — v
admit that the difference between g
enough and great is subtle. These el
ments of effective speechmaking cai
also make a big difference. In the w(
of the song writer: "Little things me

success.-Ir

temperamental, so it is always a good

rapport with the audience. Also, check

m

and forth or side to side. Don't wandi

around the platform without a reasoi

idea to check them out before you
depend on them.
• Be seen. Being seen by the audi
ence is second only in importance to

seen. A hidden voice from behind the

■f.S!

movement is a distraction. Don't

lot." So don't take these details for

being heard. If the lectern is too tall and
you can't adjust it, you might have to
step out from behind it in order to be

Wk

speech is a good thing, but aimless

move in a slight arc around the mike so
that it stays between you and your
listeners. Microphones are notoriously

lectern is not going to build much

r'it.

from seeing your face.
• Be still. Purposeful movement tl

the location of stage lights. If they are
behind you, they create an annoying
silhouette that prevents the audience

granted. Let them be your friends ^
not gremlins bent on your downfall
and your speech will be a resoundin]
z

Dale O. Ferrier, a Ti
master, is a Dale Cai

negie Course instrucli
and seminar leader. li
also active in the

can Management Asi
tions and the Nation

Speakers Associatioi

lives in Fort Wayne, Indiana, where he is
employed as president of the Indiana Win
Company, Inc.
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The title of this article is really
erroneous. Why? Because
technical papers should never
be presented, but technical speeches

a paper and making a speech. A speaker
must appeal to the auditory and visual
senses as the gateway to the audience's
mind. Even when he or she wants to

should. However, the erroneous title

appeal to any of the other five doors to

has a purpose — to attract more atten
tion to the article because, in reality,
many managers do just what it says —

the mind — the motor, tactile, olfac

tory, gustatory, or thermic — entrance
is achieved through the eyes and ears of

present papers.

the audience. Furthermore, the

Standing before their fellows in the
constant tide of conventions, confer

speaker's character and emotion can
add strength and believability to his
reasoning and afford easier access to

ences and symposia, they read their
technical papers with all the equations,
minute details, intricate procedures and
endless tables and graphs, pointedly
disregarding the difference between a

speech and a paper. Returning to the
beginning, then, the title of this article
should really be,"How To Present a
T echnical Speech."

Why are many technical speeches
merely carbon copies or shortened ver
sions of technical papers? There are
two major reasons. The first is that it is
the easiest way out. The second is
ignorance of the fact that technical
papers, even good ones, do not make
good technical speeches, no matter how
well they are read or presented. Let us

the minds of his audience.

The Language of Speech
A speech, then, is more than mere

words and punctuation. A speech in-

Too much data may
distract the audience

from your main ideas.

now consider the differences in view

dudes articulation, pronunciation,
enunciation, rate, volume, pitch,
intonation, emphasis, modulation,
timing, resonance and gestures. In fact,
a printed word may take on a different

point, style, format, planning and

connotation once it is uttered. When

presentation.

you give a speech, you breathe life into
the thoughts, ideas and analogies of the

C.H. Woolbert has stated:

A man ipeaking is four things, all of them
needed in revealing his mind to others. First, he
is a will, an intention, a meaning which he
wishes others to have, a thought: second, he is a
user of languages, shaping thought and feeling
by words; third, he is a thing to he heard,
carrying his purpose and words to others
through voice: and last, he is a thing to be seen,
shown to the sight, a being in action, to he noted
and read through the eye.
The third and fourth items mark the

significant differences between writing

Reporting the facts — without boring the audience.

HOW TO
PRESENT A
ECHNICAL PAPER
by Vincent Vinci

presentation. Your presence lends it

confidence, sincerity and enthusiasm.
Since a speech is alive, it is subject to
change. A split second before a thought
is presented, you can rephrase it. You
can emphasize or de-emphasize through
intonation, or even invert the meaning.
Each possible change is based on your
interpretation of the audience's reac
tion to your previous ideas.
Aristotle in his "Rhetoric" distin

guished between the language of writ
ing and the language of speech. His
reasoning was based on the knowledge
that a speech is transitory while a
written paper is permanent. On this
basis, the speaker has one chance to
accomplish his objective — right then
and there while facing his audience.
Therefore, the planning of a speech
revolves around: a specific purpose,
aimed at a specific audience, located at a
particular place and presented in a specified
time limit. A speech must unfold only

the highlights, show their relationship
to the overall objective and keep the
audience aware of how the pieces fit
together. This awareness is accom
plished through repetition — a must in
speechmaking, a transgression in
writing.

A speech unfolds only the highlights.
To do this, the central ideas of a speech
are held to a minimum because the
27

audience lacks the time and the patience

niques or methods.

shouldn't professional aid and counsel

to absorb a surplus of main ideas. The

• Show how computer control best
meets the needs of chemical plants.
Support Your Main Ideas
Once you have determined the main
ideas (in effect, they form a speech
outline) you must then select the sup

be sought for speechwriting and
speechmaking? Asking or getting assii
tance from a professional speaker or

porting details. These may include

Remember, too, that the speech
writer can assist you in researching,
outlining and developing your speech,
as well as advise you as to expression
and diction. He can act as a profession
sounding board, a constructive critic
and a frame of reference, not only for
the development and writing of the
speech but also for presentation and

listener, unlike the reader, cannot

govern distractions, or the conditions
under which he must understand and
retain meanings and logic. The listener

relies on memory, and the statement of
too many ideas will cause him to give
too long on a single thought without

statistics, comparisons, performance
data, testimony, contrasts and personal

missing the speaker's next phrase and

experience.

perhaps losing the continuity.

In choosing your supporting infor
mation, keep in mind "the big picture,"

up. Futhermore, a listener can't dwell

No Chance to Ponder

Although a speech and a paper may
have the same objective, in essence they
are quite different. Since the reader can
reread a sentence, a paragraph, even
the entire article, technical papers will
and should contain more detailed sup
porting material than speeches.
Methods of approach to research, equa
tions, derivations, background and de

tailed performance specifications
can appear in a paper because if readers
wish, they can analyze, reread and even
perform their own calculations. For
example, scholars have devoted life
times of study, research and meditation
on such works as the Bible and Dante's

Divine Comedy, trying to fathom mean
ings, symbols and allegories; but a
speech occurs at a given time and place
and there's no chance to ponder as you
listen.

Technical papers do not contain
meaningful smiles, inflections, innuen
does, gestures or other keys to a
thought or visual underscoring. Even
methods of presenting supporting
material are different. For example, a
typical illustration in a technical paper
may contain elaborate equations,
several curves(with many callouts) on a

single graph, plus footnotes and other
information. Similar data when used as

a visual in a presentation must be
simplified so the audience can read and
grasp its meaning readily. You don't
want your audience engaged in a read
ing session; if that's the case, you can
save your energy and simply let them
read your paper at their own pace.
Don't accept a speaking engagement
unless you have ample time to prepare a
speech or convert a technical paper into
a speech.
Regardless of whether you convert or
start from scratch, you must determine
the main objective of your talk. Your
primary objective will be the basis for
organization — your foundation.
With your specific intent in mind, you
can now select the main ideas behind

the primary purpose. For instance, if
your specific objective is"to establish
that all chemical processing plants
should be computer controlled," you
might:
• State the control requirements of
processing plants.
• Analyze the main control tech-

i
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and relate the meaning of the data to
the overall or main objective.

Don't oversupport your main ideas;
too much data may show everyone how
much you know, but by swamping the
audience with detail you'll only cause
them to lose sight of the main purpose.
Spread your data; don't cram statis
tics into one portion of the speech. In
addition, try to get a healthy mix of
examples and numbers. Give your
statistics life. Don't just present a series
of figures — tell the audience what's
behind a particular statistic. In this way,

someone who earns a living at writing

or editing isn't a reflection on your
intelligence.

platform manner. Many a speaker prr
paring a report or related document ii
wary of editors or technical writing
consultants — he feels that his words

ideas will be distorted. This feeling is
usually unwarranted, for if the editor
has misinterpreted, it is very likely th
the audience will have also.

However, you should know your
speech writer and what you can expe

they will not only feel the impact of the
number, they will understand and

of him or her. In this light, a few wor
of caution: Know what you are lookii
for, know what you can expect from

retain its meaning.

professional help, and be sure to give

After establishing your main ideas

Give your listeners
a speecli ttiey can
understand and use.
and their supporting material, you are
prepared to bring together all the
strong points or highlights to form the
conclusion of the speech. Your conclu
sion should match the type of speech.
An informative speech requires a
summary of the salient points, while a

persuasive talk will need a "call to
action" or an appeal in addition to a
summary.

Usually written after the body of the
speech has been written, your intro
duction is similar to a newspaper head
line. The introduction should: create

immediate interest; tell the audience

what the speech is about; establish a
rapport between you and the audience.
Get Help If You Can
In this age of high competition, with
its emphasis on marketing and selling,

speechmaking and communication have
become sophisticated and necessary.
Not only do companies now seek oppor
tunities to present their knowledge,
products and capabilities, they have
departments set up at the cost of good,
hard cash to help in the preparation and
presentation of"papers" and "articles."
Many companies draw upon the special
talents of public relations and adver
tising agencies, package designers and
management consultants. So why

much detailed information concernir

the background and the speaking site
tion as you can. The returns you can
expect depend on this knowledge.
Often there's help around you — seel

it, use it, but don't depend entirely onj
If you present a technical paper in
stead of a speech, you may write it ol
to experience, but the audience will
you as an inexperienced, ineffective
speaker. In fact, they may find it dov
right insulting that you simply read
your technical paper, thereby exposi
your lack of desire to present your
findings or theories concisely. It also
shows that you are unprepared. In
speechmaking, there is no alternativ
preparedness. Presentation of an effi
tive technical speech requires three
elements:(1) preparation,(2) prepan
tion and (3) preparation.
Remember as a speaker, not a wri

you are appealing to an audience tha
has come to hear and see a speech and
a reading of a technical paper. The
audience wants a finished product tl
can readily understand, retain and u
Keep in mind that a technical speech
transitory, a technical paper is not.
and you'll always present technical
speeches.#
Vincent Vinci is manager of public relationi
Lockheed Electronics Co. in Plainfield, New

Jersey. Before joining public relations, hew,
supervisor of presentations, proposals and ri
ports. This article is reprinted with permiss
from Effective Communication for
Engineers, by T.T. Woodson. Copyright
1974, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New York, Ni
York.
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Learn,Enjoy,
and Be inspired
)the exciting 1980 International Convention to your club today. All the highlights can be
d in these professionally recorded cassettes containing the keys to successful public
3king. Order yours now — and be inspired by greatness!
N WOLFE/

DR. ARNOLD ABRAMS/

DR. DONALD KIRKPATRICK/

RRYL BECHTOL

ROLES PEOPLE PLAY-PANEL

DR. DICK WARD, DTM

BODY LANGUAGE: YOU ARE AN OPEN

NO-NONSENSE COMMUNICATION. By Dr.
Donald Kirkpxatrick. A leading communi
cations consultant outlines strategies for

about nonverbal communication. THE

munication. *THE ART OF LISTENING. By Dr.
Dick Word, DTM. "Listening to yourself and
others is a way of becoming more of a
person. It odds depth to our lives," says this
dynamic inspirational speaker in a con
vincing speech that is sure to moke you a

(OIE SPEECH.By John Wolfe.One of the
on's leading soles motivation experts
e his insights on "The Pride of a Pro."
liable tips tor anyone interested in
Wng a professional level of skill in
fc speaking. *THE GREAT LESSONS OF

J. Terryl Bechtol. The former presi-

lof the U.S. Jaycees delivers a moving
highly entertaining patriotic address.

BOOK. By Dr. Arnold Abrams. This specialist
in body language uses humor as a vehicle
tor communicating a unique message

overcoming barriers to effective com

ROLES PEOPLE PLAY. In a stimulating panel
discussion moderated by Past Interna
tional President Hubert E. Dobson, DTM,
several Toastmasters examine communi

cation needs and styles and how they will
change in the '80s.

KENNETH McFARLAND/
JOHNSON

■;.DEN GAVEL ADDRESS. By Dr. Kenneth
triand. "A good speech is one that
: Jers o service to people," says Dr.
: jlond in this captivating speech. This
rmative and inspiring address reveals
It spirit that makes this year's Golden
0.81 recipient a powerful leader and an
ectrifying speaker 'BUILD YOUR OWN
3*0. By Will Johnson. A former Internomal Speech Contest winner tells listeners
xto chart their own path to success.

DNUS TAPE
162 - INAUGURAL ADDRESS. By 1980-81
tesident Patrick Pantile, DTM. 'We can feel
Hy confident that we will achieve our
jools. That confidence comes from know-

ig that we hove a history of success —
nd a spirit to continue it," says our new

rternctional president in this stirring

Deech. Use this message to motivate your
lembers (Sells for $3.00. Not avolloble In

onwrtflon album package.)

more effective listener.

COMMUNICATION SHOWCASE

INTERNATIONAL SPEECH CONTEST

COMMUNICATION SHOWCASE. Six Toast-

THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP OF PUBLIC

masters demonstrate their outstanding
spjeaking skills in presentations focusing on

SPEAKING. Toastmasters' leading speakers
vie for the world's top speaking award.
Study the techniques that made Jeff
Young, ATM, this year's winner. This special
collection of speeches also includes the
second and third-place finishers — Len
Baker and Bucky Sutton, DTM. If you want
to moke it to the top, you must hear each
of these outstanding presentations.

ways to achieve personal success and the

impKjrtance of effective speech communi
cation. Moderated by Past International
President Durwood English, DTM.

TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL
2200 N. Grand Ave., P.O. Box 104CXD, Santo Ana, OA 92711

n 2060 Convention Album
□ 2062 Bonus Tope (Patrick Panflle)
□ 244 McFarland Cassette Album

$45.00
$3.00
$35.00

Please send me the items I have checked above. I have enclosed a check or money
order for S

(Add 20% postage and handling. California residents add 6% sales tax.)
NAME

SPECIAL OFFER
244 - DR. KENNETH McFARLAND ON

PUBLIC SPEAKING. Great speeches by
this year's Golden Gavel recipient,
the "dean of American public speak
ing." This four-cassette album is being
offered on a one-tinne-only basis to
Toastmasters at a special sellout price
- S35.00. Don't miss this opportunity

CLUB NO.

DISTRICT.

ADDRESS .
CITY

STATE/PROVINCE

ZIP.

COUNTRY

Supplies are limited, so order yours todoyl

to leom from a master.
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1

HqII of rome
Sea-Ren 1994-2, Renton, WA

Mahendrasinhji M.Gohil
.Alcoa 1092-13, Pittsburgh, PA

john A. Peterson
Essayons 2553-2, Seattle, WA

Mary T. Holden
Los Callos 2428-15, Salt Lake City, UT

Congralulalions to these Toastmaslers who have

William S. Kyler

received the Distinguished Toastmaster certificate,

Scottsdale 2013-3, Scottsdale, AZ

William j. Tilley
Tinker 1362-16, Midwest City, OK

Randall B. Williamson

DIM;
Toasimasters International's highest recognition.

Arthur F. Nieto

Papago 2694-3, Phoenix, AZ

Betty j. Wilborn
Southwest 2066-16, Oklahoma City,01

Bruce Rummer

East San Bernardino3820-F,San Bernardino,

Merv Hedding

Ed Reeve

CA

Sundowners 3086-3, Phoenix, AZ

Insurance Masters 3193-16, OklahomaC

Nina Harris

A. Paul Stout

Park Central 3527-3, Phoenix, AZ

Roadrunner 3850-3, Tucson, AZ

Carl E. Barth,jr.
O'Fallon 994-8, O'Fallon, IE

William L. Arnopp
San Mateo 191-4, San Mateo, CA

Virgil D.Greene

Paul W. Kirchoff

OK

f

O'Fallon 994-8, O'Fallon, IF

Atomic 1141-4, San Jose, CA

Margaret Hope

Eugene Womack

Kamioops 2784-21, Kamloops, B.C., Can

Crownmasters 1133-4, San Francisco, CA

Harry M.Herrington

john P. Pitonak

Sunrise 2788-24, Fincoln, NF

Bechtel 1771 -4, San Francisco, CA

Lee Walters
White Rock 1495-25, Dallas, TX

E. Leon Mattingley
Pajaro Valley 2373-4, Watsonville, CA

Edward L.Pohlman

Eileen Morgan

Maumee Valley 1937-28, Toledo, OH

Francisco 2369-4, San Jose, CA

Bruce G. Lokey

Marcon joe

Lubbock 884-44, Lubbock, TX

Courthouse 1886-5, San Diego, CA

Vincent A.DaCosta
Toronto Downtown 1744-60, Toronto, Can

George T.Parsons
Waterfront 3225-5, San Diego, CA

Donald B. Milne

Darleen Price

Metropolitan 2454-64, Winnipeg, Man, Can

Waterfront 3225-5, San Diego, CA

john St. jermain

Speakeasy 291-17, Great Falls, MT
Dean R. Roberts

Seventy-Sixers 1376-17, Billings, MT
Bernard E. Mazanec

Big Sky 3175-17, Bozeman, MT

Michael A. McCarthy
Communicators 1321-18, Smyrna, DE
Gordon H. Gaertner

Engineering Society 2686-18, Baltimore
Marian McCracken

APE 3624-18, Silver Spring, MD
Victor F. Schuerman

Amana Refrigeration 1824-19, Amana.

john C. Kynor
Early Bird 2534-23, Albuquerque, NM
Dan Evans

ESP 2633-24, Omaha, NE

Ruthgayle G. Gilliland
ESP 2633-24, Omaha, NE

Stan Dickinson

Zumbro Valley 1013-6, Rochester, MN

AIMi
Congratulations to these Toastmasters who have
received the Able Toastmasters certificate of
achievement.

Edgar L. johnsen
Salem 138-7, Salem, OR

Lyle j. Wilson
Newberg 588-7, Newberg, OR

Fredric H.Saul

Sunrise 3253-25, Longview,TX
Gershon G. Cohn

Rocky Mountain 739-26, Denver, CO
M.C. Morton

Downtowners 3801-26, Denver, CO
Peter F. Behr
Portland Builders 1175-7, Portland, OR

Albert S. Home
Chatfield 3832-26, Littleton, CO

Robert A. Kadow
Paul F. Anderson

Smedley Number One F, Santa Ana,CA
Ralph E. Crawford
Orange County Braille 15-F, Anaheim,CA
jack Moarn
Hillcrest 460-F, Fullerton, CA

Oregonian 1226-7, Portland, OR

Northeastern 573-28, Detroit, MI
Leonard A. Schendel
HI-Noon 3714-7, Salem, OR

Walter F. Whitehead

Dearborns Dynamic 726-28, Dearborn,
Samuel T. Randall
Ralston Purina 471-8, St. Louis, MO

joseph B. Kuhns
Robert F. Nelson
Leisure World 2230-F, Seal Beach, CA

Walter A.Schroeder

Tri Cities 274-9, Pasco, WA

H. Luther Wagner
Uniroyal Masters 2357-28, Detroit, Ml
james j. Grygier
Gear Gassers 3079-28, Troy. Ml

Donald D. Brillhart
Phil Ponder
Blue Flame 2717-F, Costa Mesa, CA

Ella V. Applegarth
Inglewood 114-1, Inglewood, CA
Dennis Forel

South Bay 280-1, Torrance, CA
Ruth E. Pervorse

Aerospace 401-1, El Segundo, CA
john McCoy
International City 1377-1, Long Beach, CA

Cleveland Engr. Society 1778-10, Cleveland,
OH

Fred Gunther

Cleveland 1778-10, Cleveland, OH
Edwin H. Cecil

Pioneer 17-11, Indianapolis, IN

615-F Zingers

William B. Park

Costa Mesa, CA — Tues., 7 a.m.. Coco'
Restaurant, Adams at Harbor Blvd.

Pioneer 17-11, Indianapolis, IN
Laurence H. Underwood

Shelbyville 1113-11, Shelbyville, IN
Edward S. Surgeon
McKeesport 901-13, McKeesport,PA
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New Clubs
(979-2460). Sponsored by Blue Flame
2717-F.

4387-F Fluor Fluent Philosophers
Irvine, CA — Wed., 11:30 a.m., Fluor

THE TOASTMIl

ration, 3333 Michelson Dr.

}71). Sponsored by Floor Forensic
219-F.

iContinental Park
mdo, CA — Toes., 1:15 p.m..

Aircraft Company, Building ESO
604). Sponsored by Spacecom 3221-1.
.F.D. General Alarm

WA — Mon.,6:15 p.m., Seattle Fire
nd and Main Streets.
iSouthwind

;Li, WA — Toes., noon, Tukwila City

54-9510). Sponsored by Leading
:3666-2.

Santa Cruz

,, AZ — Tues.,6 p.m.. The Ameri)tor Hotel,850 Grand Ave.
33 or 281-1523). Sponsored by
ner 2607-3, Tucson.

High Spirit of Toastmasters
iteo, CA — Weekly, Science of Mind
,446 San Mateo Dr.(343-1833).

red by Golden Gate 56-4 and China-

& 3rd Wed., 6:30 p.m.. Various Venues,

80-33 Santa Ynez Valley

Simonstown, Cape (021 720511, x 402).

Solvang, CA — 2nd & 4th Thurs., 7:30 p.m.,

Sponsored by Table Bay 2232-74, Cape

American National Bank, 1660 Copenhagen

Town.

Dr. (688-5956).

4378-U Dolomiti

4392-33 Coast Toasters

Aviano Air Base, Italy — 2nd & 4th Thurs.,

SanLuisObispo, CA — lst& 3rd Tues.,

7:30 p.m. Location varies.

noon. Mission Federal Community Room,
1140 Chorro St. (541-1880). Sponsored by

4388-U Butterworth

Penang, West Malaysia — 2nd & 4th Wed.,
7:30 p.m.. Hotel Continental, No. 5, Penang

San Luis Obispo 83-33.
1449-39 Red Bluff

Road.

Red Bluff, CA — Fri., 6:30 a.m.. Sambos
Restaurant, South Main St. (527-3927).

4391-U Benquet Corporation

Baguio City, Philippines — Fri., Benquet
Corporation, Balatoc Mill Camp, Itogan.

4375-39 Silver Tongue

Carson City, NV — Wed., 6:30 a.m., VIP

Restaurant, 2811 South Carson St.
(883-9200).

AnnivcfSQfics'

4383-42 Sears

Edmonton, Alberta, Can — Tues., 6 p.m..

Sears (Training Room), Kingsway Garden
Mall (479-8431, x 550). Sponsored by
Foresters 2511-42.

55 Years

4384-46 IPCO

Anaheim 2-F, Anaheim, CA

Denville, N] — 2nd & 4th Wed., Inter

45 Years

29o-4, San Francisco.

national Paper Company, 40 Ford Road

V.A.M.C.

3547-46, Dover.

40 Years

4390-46 EDS

Mankato 175-6, Mankato, MN

apolis, MN — Thurs., 4:35 p.m.,
ns Administration Medical Center,
t & 48th Avenue So. Center
:o7).

Newark, Nj — 2nd & 4 th Thurs., noon.
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co., 17th
by MBL 2616-46.

aCounty A.V.T.I., 145th Street E. &
lAve.(423-8496). Sponsored by Dan

Orlando, FL — 2nd, 3rd, 4th & 5th Tues.,

Box 2073 (841-3430). Sponsored by Orlando

;bv Executives 1940-9.

City Federal Savings & Loan, 2200 Mac-

1317). Sponsored by ATSC 2078-14,
nblee.

•17Telephone 560 Club
na, MT — Tues., noon. Mountain Bell,

( Park (449-3241). Sponsored by

30 Years

5:30 p.m.. First Federal Savings & Loan, P.O.
Conquerors 1066-47.

ila.GA — 2nd-4thThurs., 10:30 a.m.,
nal Revenue Service, 275 PeachtreeSt.

Vancouver 353-7, Vancouver, WA

Metropolitan 348-8, St. Louis, MO

4381-47 The First Toastmasters

tSpeakeasy
me, WA — Thurs., 6:45 a.m.. Trio
inrant, N. Ill Post (922-2290). Spon■14 Downtowne Revenewers

35 Years

Floor, 520 Broad St. (481-8895). Sponsored

iComm-A-Counters
lount, MN — Tues., 11:30 a.m.,

1280-6, Rich field.

Keystone 48-52, Los Angeles, CA

(625-4600). Sponsored by Picatinny

McKeesport 901-13, McKeesport, PA
Hub 924-41, Aberdeen, SD

Baton Rouge 906-68, Baton Rouge, LA
25 Years

4393-57 LaRaza

Pass 1969-F, Banning Beaumont, CA
Sea-Ren 1994-2, Renton, WA
Sunrise 160-9, Spokane, WA
Timberline 1965-26, Denver, CO
New York 1949-46, New York, NY
Great Fort Lauderdale 2004-47, Fort

Oakland, CA — 2nd & 4th Wed., 6:30 p.m..

Arthur Blvd. (891-3267). Sponsored by

Serendipity 1374-57.
4376-63 Toastmasters of Hixson

Hixson, TN — Tues., 6 p.m., Shoney's

Lauderdale, FL

Restaurant, 5235 Highway 58. (875-4960).

Sponsored by Thursday Thirty 1530-63,

20 Years

Chattanooga.

Revelliers 1796-24,Omaha, NE

na 487-17.

1930-68 USE

CB Communicators 2114-24, Council Bluffs,

119 Alcoa (W) rappers

Union, USL Campus (981-0988).

Delaware County 3204-38, Delaware

4364-69 Indooroopilly

Yawn Patrol 1187-41, Sioux Falls, SD
Lakeland 2262-47, Lakeland, FL
Tower 963-65, Rochester, NY

tnport, IA — 2nd & 4 th Tues., noon,
la-Davenport Works, P.O. Box 3567
f2961). Sponsored by John Deere
4-19, Moline, IL.

14-21 Delta

la.B.C., Can — Thurs., 7:30 p.m.. Delta
«(erLibrary, 51st St. (946-9677).

^-21 Overland
oiloops, B.C., Can — Tues., 7 p.m.. House

'Mart, 155 Oriole Road (372-3218).
:onsored by Kamloops 2784-21.

Lafayette, LA — Thurs., 12:30 p.m.. Student

lA

County, PA

Brisbane, Qld., Aust — 2nd & 4 th Wed.,

8 p.m.. Uniting Church, cnr. Station &
Musgrave Roads (07-3786018). Sponsored
by MDl 2764-69.

15 Years

3289-70 BENNELONG

Heartland 812-5, El Cajon, CA

Floor, 11 Macquarie Place, Sydney

Podium Peers 1804-30, Dolton, IL
Gibraltar Communications 2997-46,

Executive 408-10, Youngstown , OH

Sydney Cove, N.S.W. Aust — 2nd & 4th
Thurs., 6 p.m. Flying Angel House, 3rd
(267-8741). Sponsored by ICl 3812-70.
4394-70 Toukley and District

Newark, NJ

Red Bank 2091-58, Charleston, SC

Toukley, N.S.W., Aust — 1st & 3rd Tues.,

10 Years

,v-Tow Building, 2720 SE Marine Dr.
1-5455). Sponsored by Vancouver 59-21.

Road (043 963746). Sponsored by Henry

Missicroix 2813-6, Hastings, MN
Greenfield 53-11, Greenfield, IN

119-26 Masterful Ahs

4374-74 Good Hope

.11-21 RivTow

incouver, B.C., Can — Thurs., 6 p.m.,

,UT — Thurs., 7 p.m.. Community
fliiistChurch, Box 88 (259-6684).

«i

IWfly 1981

7:30 p.m., Gorokan Masonic Club, Wallarah

Kendall 3186-70.

Simonstown, Republic of South Africa

Tampa Noonshiners 2909-47, Tampa, FL

1st
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Leam to LISTEN
for understanding, growth, success
What does it take to become an effective communicator? We all

know how important it is to develop our speaking skills, but how

many of us recognize the need to learn techniques for effective
listening? Real communication requires active listening — that is,
the ability to receive, organize and interpret what we hear.
Toastmasters' new SUCCESS/LEADERSHIP module. How to
Listen Effectively, will

help you avoid the mis
understandings, conflicts,
financial losses, production
slowdowns and morale

problems that can be
caused by poor listening.

When you've completed ^

r

this unique educational

program, you'll have the skills to meet the toughest communication]
$

challenges in your personal life as well as yourjob or career.
Ultimately, this exciting new program will lead you to your nu
one goal — SUCCESS.
■ HOW DOES IT WORK? The program follows a seminar forrt
involving all club members. All you need is a group leader to

conduct a 90-minute educational session. Everything you need to j
know can be found in the coordinator's and participant's manuals.

■ WHAT DOES THE MODULE OFFER? Each program package contains a coordinator's guide and 10 participant's notej
books. The kit also contains certificates for recognizing the accomplishments of the coordinator as well as each partici
pant. The program covers nine tech
niques for effective listening and contains
exercises that will give you a chance to

practice those methods as you learn

TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL

them. You'll leave the seminar with skills

that can be applied in any listening
situation, whether you're at home or at
work.

P.O. BOX 10400

SANTA ANA,CA 92711

tit

■ HOW WILL MY CLUB BENEFIT? Mem

bers will enjoy learning together. The
opportunity to share a stimulating and
rewarding educational experience will
unify club members and increase their
motivation to participate in club activities.
As they start listening to each other more
carefully, they'll develop more satisfying
personal relationships within the club
and they'll gain more from your club's
speaking program.
■ WHAT DOES IT COST? Each module is

available to members at a special $10.00
price. The cost for non-members is SI 5.00.
■ HOW DO WE START? The program is
available NOW. Be among the first to

enjoy its educational benefits. Order from
World Headquarters todayl

_ module(s)of
Yes, please send me _
How to Listen Effectively(242)

Member price: SI0.00; Non-member price: Si 5.00
(remittance must accompany non-member orders)
Please add 20% shipping charges for postage and

handling. California residents add 6% sales tax.
□ I prefer to pay now. My check or money order for
S

is enclosed.

□ I am a Toastmaster. Please bill me in the amount of

S

through Club No

DIstria.

HBinn

NAME .

tqastmasurs

CLUB NO.

SUCCESS

ADDRESS

LEADERSHIP

CITY

SERIES

STATE/PROVINCE
COUNTRY

DISTRICT.

ZIP.

